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ABSTRACT 
Evaluation of Synthetic Unit Hydrograph Techniques for 
Utah Probable Maximum Flood Determinations 
by 
Ashraf M. Shammet, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1995 
Major Professor: Dr. David S. Bowles 
Depanment: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Every dam must be capable of safely passing a predetermined flood magnitude. 
For high-hazard dams, it is a common practice to require that this flood be the 
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). The determination of the PMF starts with the 
determination of the Probab le Maximum Precipitation (PMP). We used the 
generalized estimates of the PMP as outlined in Hydrometeorological Report (HMR) 
49. In this study we used the storm event model approach to convert the PMP into 
PMF. Different synthetic unit hydrograph (SUH) technjques were then used in the 
conversion process . The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number method was 
used to estimate the losses, and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) lag time 
relationshjp was used as the basis for estimating the time parameters for the different 
(SUH) methods . 
ii 
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The objectives of this study were 1) to evaluate the theoretical and empirical 
basis for the SUH methods that are commonly used for Utah PMF determinations; 2) 
to compare the PMF determinations for representative Utah wate rsheds based on 
alternati ve SUR methods using Geograp hi c Information System (GIS) techniques, and 
to explore the effects of parameter uncertainty; and 3) to make recommendations for 
the selection and use of SUH methods for Utah PMF determinations. 
An interactive PMF modeling system was formulated. The modeling system 
processes the different databases and estimates the parameters required for HEC I 
model input to produce rhe PMF hydrograph. Five SUHs were used, the SCS, Clark, 
Snyder, USBR, and the Corps of Engineers (COE) LA valley S-graph. Seven 
representative Utah high-hazard dam sites were selected and used in rh e evaluation of 
rhe five SUH techniques, focusing on their procedure, practice and applicability, and 
analytical and empi rical evaluations. 
GIS procedures proved to be a very efficient and flexible means fo r obtaini ng 
rainfall-runoff model inputs. Deviation of the si te-specific time-area curve from the 
default curve in HEC I leads to errors in the peak flow estimate. In the absence of 
suitable events for site-specific development of unit hydrographs, the USBR SUH 
technique is to be used, but careful consideration should be given to rhe 
appropriateness of the use of local storm Kn values for Utah local storm PMFs. 
(146 pages) 
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Every dam is designed to meet a certain storage capacity and to pass safely a 
predetermined flood magnitude. The flood used to design the dam is referred to as the 
Inflow Design Flood (IDF). Underestimation of this design flood increases the ri sk of 
dam fai lure and the potential to lose the conserved resources, and furthermore 
endangers the lives and properties of citizens downstream of the dam. It is a 
common practice to require that high-hazard darns be able to safely pass the Probable 
Maximum F lood (PMF). The PMF as defined by Cudworth is 
theoreti cally the maximum runoff condi t1 on resulting from the most severe 
combination of hydrologic and meteoro logic conditions that are considered 
reasonably possible for the drainage basin under study. (Cudworth , 1989, p. 25) 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (1991) guidelines for IDF 
estimation state: "If dam failure during a PMF would sufficiently increase the hazard 
to life and property downstream, the IDF must be the PMF; otherwise, a smaller IDF 
would be acceptable'' The hypothetical storm that produces the PMF for a particular 
drainage basin is called the Probable Maximum Storm (PMS). 
The determination of the PMF starts first with the determination of the 
Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP), which is defmed by Hansen, Schreiner, and 
Miller (1982) as 
theoretically the greatest depth of precipitation for a given duration that is 
physically possible over a given size storm area at a particular geographical 
location at a certain time of the year. (Hansen, Schreiner, and Miller, 1982, p. 
2) 
Generalized estimates of the P.l\IIP have been defined for all regions in the 
United States in hydrometeorological reports (HMRs). Almost all of Utah fal ls in the 
area covered by HMR 49. 
To transform the P.l\IIP into PMF, three basic approaches (Shalaby, 1986) are 
outlined: 
1) Storm event models, 
2) Regression prediction models, 
3) Flood frequency models, 
For preliminary study on the PMF estimate, the two latter methods may be 
used. The storm event method is used to estimate the PMF in design purposes. The 
two basic types of storm event models are single event model such as a unit 
hydrograph, and a continuous event model such as a complex watershed model. 
Estimation of the PMF bydrograph with the unit hydrograph method uses the P.l\IIP as 
an input. This method requires estimation of retention losses, derivation of unit 
hydro graphs, convolution of rainfall excesses with unit hydrographs, estimation of 
baseflow, and routing of floods through the channel and dam system. To construct a 
si te-specific unit hydrograpb and to have a better estimate for the loss rates, it is 
desirable to acquire as many rainfall records as possible within the study area to 
ensure that the amount and distribution of rainfall over the watershed are accurately 
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known (Viessman, Lewis, and Knapp , 1977). The site-specific unit hydrograph 
approach caters better for the hydrometeorologic and topographic characteristics of 
each individual basin. The nwnber of the major severe storms over the basin in 
consideration is a very important factor in determining the success or failure of the 
method. 
Objectives of the Study 
Objectives of this study are outlined as follows: 
I) To evaluate the theoretical and empirical basis for the synthetic unit 
hydrograph methods, which are commonly used for Utah PMF 
determjnations. 
2) To compare the PMF determinations for representative Utah watersheds 
based on alternative synthetic unit hydrograph methods using GIS 
techniques, and to explore the effects of parameter uncertainty . 
3) To make recommendations for the selection and use of synthetic unit 
hydrograph methods for Utah PMF determinations. 
Organization of the Report 
In the first chapter we lay out the background and the objectives of this study . 
The definitions of the Probable Maximum Precipitation, Probable Maximum Flood, 
and Probable Maximum Storm are introduced. A discussion about the PMF 
determination method is outlined in the second chapter. In the third chapter we 
3 
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present the PMF modeling system. The different components of the system are 
introduced and tb e basic theory behind each one is di scussed. Tbe fourth chapter 
contains the evaluation of different syntheti c unit hydrograpb techniques. The analysis 
of the techniques tackles the procedure, practice and applicability, and analytical and 
empirical evaluations of tbe synthetic unit hydrographs. The fifth chapter consists of 
the summary . conclusion, and recommendations of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF APPROACH TO PMF DETERMINATION 
Overall Approach 
In thi s chapter we discuss the basic definitions of the PMP and the practice of 
its computation as described in HMR 49. Tbe defini tion of the PMF is also presented 
and tbe conversion of the PMP into PMF is discussed. 
Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) 
As described in the previous chapter, the PMP is defined by Hansen, Schreiner, 
and Miller ( I 982, p. 2) as : 
theo retically the greatest depth of precipitation for a given duration that is 
physical ly possible over a given size storm area at a particular geographical 
location at a certain time of the year. (Hansen, Schreiner, Miller, 1982, p. 2) 
Tbe development of local-storm PMP, as described in HMR 49, may be 
summarized in the fo llowing three steps: 
I) Estimation of the 1-hr PMP over the region of study for I square mile, 
2) Determination of the storm durational variation, 
3) Determination of the storm areal variation. 
Figure I represents local-storm PMP for I mi2/ l -hr. Tbe figure is directly 
applicable for locations between sea level and 5000 ft. HMR 49 recommends that 
elevation adjustment must be applied for locations above 5000 ft. This adj ustment 
caters for the reduced moisture with increased elevation above sea level. To use 
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Figure l for basins above the predetermined 5000-ft limit, a decrease of 5% per 1000 
ft of addi tional elevation is applied. 
I.&.HIAU. C'OH-I!.UION SC.4Ll 
.L ~ ~ 10 """ I no• OCSf.u<l SCAU: )QO IMMI 
100 I~ ,.., .. 
I 
Figure l . Local storm Pl'vfP for lm21l -br. 
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Figure 2. Analysis of 6/1-llr of averaged maximum station data. 
HMR 49 postulated that the most extreme or PMP-type local storm could last 
for 6 hours . Figure 2 shows the analysis of 6/1 llr ratios of averaged maximum 
station data. Areal distribution of the PMP is expressed in HMR 49 by an idealized 
elliptically shaped isohyets pattern with a ratio 2:1. Figure 3 shows the idealized local 
storm isohyetal pattern. 
Isohyets are labeled A (1 mi2) to J (500 mi'). Table I gives isohyets labeled in 
percent of 1-hr 1-mi' PMP for the four highest 15-min incremental PMP values . 
These incremental labels when multiplied by the 1-llr 1-mi2 PMP for a specific 
drainage give drainage PMP isohyetal labels for the four highest 15-min increments. 
Table 2 contains the isohyetal values to obtain PMP out to 6 hr duration. In both 
tables the percents by which the 1-hr 1-mi' PMP are to be multiplied to ob tain 














Isohyetal labels for four highest 15-min PMP increments 
and for 1-hr PMP 
sonyet 
A B c D E F G H 
PMP 
Enclosed Area mi 
Increment I 5 25 55 95 !50 220 300 
Percent of 1-hr, 1-mi· P:rvtP 
Highest 15-min. 86 68 44 30 18 10 7 6 
2nd 15-min. 7 7 7 7 7 6 4 3 
3rd 15-min. 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 
4th 15-min. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
Highest 15-mm. 74 56 32 21 14 8 7 6 
2nd 15-min. 15 15 15 12 9 6 4 3 
3rd 15-min. 6 6 6 6 5 5 3 2 
4th 15-min. 5 5 5 5 4 4 2 2 
Highest 15-min. 63 45 27 18 II 7 6 5 
2nd 15-min. 20 20 15 12 9 6 4 3 
3rd 15-min. 10 10 9 8 7 5 3 3 
4th 15-min. 7 7 7 6 5 5 3 2 
Highest 15-min. 43 31 19 14 9 7 5 4 
2nd 15-mm. 27 23 16 12 8 6 4 3 
3rd 15-min. 17 16 13 10 8 5 4 3 
4th 15-min. 13 12 10 8 7 5 3 3 





















Tabl e 2. Isohyetal labels for 2nd to 6th hourly incremental 
PMP in % of 1-br 1-mi 
6 I hr rat iO A 8 c D E G H 
Second tllghest J. 1r ~U' ncrement 
1.1 7 6 4 
1. 2 II II II II 10 g 5 
1.3 14 14 14 12 II 9 5 
1.4 17 I l b 14 12 10 8 6 
I. 2 1 20 Jg IO Jj II g 1 0 
1.0 24 2J 20 18 I> 12 9 7 
I. 27 26 2J 20 16 13 10 7 
1.8 30 29 2> 21 I 14 10 l g 
1.9 34 32 2 23 18 14 II 8 
1ra tug est 1·11' t'MI ncrement 
1.1 2 2 2 ' ' " 2 2 1.2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1.3 6 6 6 1 6 6 6 5 ' 1.4 9 9 8 I 6 ' 1.5 II I I I II 10 I ' 5 
1.6 14 14 14 13 II 10 g 6 
I. 17 I I 14 13 II 8 7 
1. 8 19 19 18 lb 14 12 9 
1.9 21 21 2v I• I> 13 10 8 
ounn •& est - nr l'M t' ncrement 
1.1 I I I I I I I I 
1.2 3 3 I J j I ' j 3 3 
I. j " ' ' I ' ' I ' 4 1.4 6 0 0 0 6 ' I ' ' 1.> 7 0 I ' 4 
1.6 8 8 8 8 0 I ' 
,, 
1.7 10 10 10 9 8 16 ' J.g 12 I I II 0 9 6 
1.9 14 13 I I I 0 1 9 6 
· rm Hig est 1-hr 1MP increment 
1.1 I I I I I I I I 
1.2 2 2 2 L" I " 2 2 
1.3 3 3 I J I ' 3 I' j 3 
1.4 j 5 I ' I ' I ' 4 4 
1.5 6 1 6 1 6 16 I ' ' 4 1.6 7 16 5 
I. 9 9 9 9 8 ' 5 
1.8 10 10 IV IV I , 0 6 
I. 12 12 12 II 19 8 0 I " 
Sixth H1g 1cst 1-hr l'M I ncrement 
1.1 I I I I I I I I 
u I I I I I I I I 
1.3 2 2 ., " I " " 2 2 1.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1.> 5 ' 5 ' ' I ' ' 4 4 1.6 6 6 6 6 16 ' I ' ' I. 6 I ' ' J.g 8 8 8 8 8 6 I ' j 











5 ' ' 5 5 5 
6 6 
I " b 
I " b 
I I 
I ' I ' 
4 4 
' ' 4 4 
' I ' 







I " I " 
I I 
I I 
I ' I ' 
4 I ' 
4 4 
' 5 
I ' I ' 
' I ' 
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The temporal distributions presented in this study were based on EM 1110-2-
1411 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1965), HMR 5 (U.S. Weather Bureau, 1974), 
and SCS 6-hour storm distribution patterns (USDA, 1985). Tabl e 3 shows the three 
mentioned temporal distributions. Also of importance is the sequence of the fo ur 15-
min incremental PMP values. Table 4 shows the time sequence for 15-min 
incremental PMP wi thin 1 hr. 
The centering and orientation of the computed storm over the basin may be 
changed simultaneously to get the most severe sto rm that produces the Probable 
Maximum Flood (PMF). This storm is called the Probable Maximum Storm (PMS). 
Table 3. Standard temporal distributions 
HMR No. 5 1 EM ll!0-2-14112 scs 
lncl"ement Sequence Position 
Largest hourly Third Fourth Third 
amount 
2nd Largest Fourth Third Second 
3rd Largest Second Fifth Fourth 
4th Largest Fifth Second Fifth 
5th Largest First Last First 
Least Last First Last 
12 
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) 
The PMF is used widely in the United States for the assessment of maximum 
flood potentials in designing spillways and in evaluating the existing hydrologic 
structures. As mentioned earlier in Chapter !, the PMF is defined as the flood that 
may be expected form the most severe combinations of critical meteorologic and 
hydro logic conditions that are reasonably possible in the region . Win (1993) outlined 
the con tributing factors that affect PMF determinations. Table 4 shows these factors, 
which are further classified as given, fixed, variable, or uncertain factors. 
Table 4. Factors affecting PMF determination 
Type of Factor Factor Class 
Meteorologic 1- PMP Depth Given 
2- Storm Duration Variable 
3- Storm Spatial Distribution Variab le 
4- Storm Center Variable 
5- Storm-area Size Variable 
6- Seasonal Variation Given 
7- Antecedent Storm Given 
8- Storm temporal distribution Variab le 
Hydro logic 1- Size of drainage area Fixed 
2- Shape of drainage area Fixed 
3- Elevation of drainage area Fixed 
4- Land cover distribution Fixed 
5- Antecedent soil moisture condition Given 
6- Infiltration rate Uncertai n 
7- Unit hydrograph formulations Uncertain 
8- Flood routing Uncertain 
The given factors are the meteorologic and hydrologic factors that are 
specified and given by the agenci es concerned. The fixed factors are the basin 
physical characteristics such as area, elevation, etc. The variable factors are the 
meteorological factors that can be optimized in the maximization of PMF. The 
uncertain factors are the hydrologic fac tors that need to be specified by the analyst. 
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In thi s study , the Pl'vlP is estimated using the procedures of HMR 49 (Hansen, 
Schwarz, and fuedel , 1977). In the process of determining the most severe 
combination of hydrologic and meteorologic conditions, some variables such as the 
storm duration, the spatial distribution , storm centering, and temporal distribution need 
to be optimized. The antecedent so il moisture condition is usually specified for a 
particular location and can be assumed to be a given factor (Win, 1993). For the local 
sto rm determination, HMR 49 limits the storm to 500 square miles. For the 
optimization approach, it is desirable to place the isohyetal pattern over the drainage 
area such that the greatest number of whole isohyets are completely within the 
drainage area. Bearing in mind that in thi s study we deal with small basins, the 
previous mentioned condition is achieved by coinciding the center of the storm to the 
center of the basin. HMR 49 does not specify the preferred orientation of the sto rm. 
However, Win (1993) suggested that the storm should be oriented along the length of 
the basin. But the optimization of the orientation of the storm depends mainly on the 
shape of the basin. For the storm temporal distribution, the EM Ill 0-2-141 1 
distribution given by the U.S Army Corps of Engineers (1965) is found be the most 
critical one compared with the other distributions (Win, 1993). 
14 
CHAPTE R 1U 
PMF MODELING SYSTEM 
Overview of Modeling System 
In this study an interactive Utah PMF modeling system is formulated. The aim 
is to develop an efficient approach to determining the PMF for a basin. The different 
components of analysis are integrated appropriately to estimate the required parameter. 
Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the proposed PMF modeling system. 
As shown in the representation, the GIS is used to compute the watershed 
maps and parameters. Each output from the GIS is used as required in the process of 
computing the syn thetic unit hydrograph . The watershed physical characlerislics, such 
as the area, L, L" , points on the perimeter, and elevation, are used as input to compute 
the PMP. Some of them are also used to compute the lag time for the different 
watersheds. This lag time is used as an input to utilize the unit hydrograph developed 
by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation . Loss rates estimation is also part of the modeling 
system. In this study we used the curve number method to estimate the losses for the 
different study basins. The final step in the modeling system is to prepare the input 










Proposed PIVlF modeling system. 
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Geographic Information System (GIS) 
A major part of this system is to use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 
technique to develop the different watershed parameters. A geographic information 
system can be defined as an integrated, hardware and software system to capture, 
store, manage, analyze, and display info rmation relative to concerns of a geographic 
nature. Johnson (1989) described various GIS techniques for hydrologic modeling. 
For the purpose of this study we used the ARC/INFO GIS package. 
The first step in developing the different watershed parameters using 
ARC/INFO is to retrieve the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the area of concern. 
An image of the Utah OEM with a pixel with dimensions of 90m X 90m was used for 
the purpose of this study. The location of the dam may be used or converted to 
appropriate system coordinates. For example, if the location of the dam is expressed 
in Cartesian coordinates, then , using the Projection function, the coordinates are 
converted into Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. A point coverage 
using these UTM coordinates is generated. The dam point coverage is overlaid onto 
the Utah digital elevation model image to determine the location of the dam on the 
Utah map. Then, instead of working with the who le set of the OEM, a reasonable 
squared box is clipped around that point to enhance the processing time. So the 
second image contains the pore point of the dam included in a square of DEMs. 
Using the Fill functiOn capability , the artificial sinks inherited in the OEM are fi ll ed. 
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Then, the fl ow accumulation over the area is computed using the 
Flowaccumulation function and the stream network is delineated according to a 
predetermined threshold. The threshold represen ts the minimum number of cells 
flowing i.nto the cell to be delineated. On di splay ing the stream network and dam site 
poi nt, the point representing the dam may need to be moved for a small distance to 
coincide with the most adjacent stream. If that is not the case and the point seems to 
be far from any adjacent stream, a better way is to obtain the USGS quad maps for the 
area and bave a better look and understanding of the area under study. It is worth 
saying that possessing the maps over the entire area of study is always recommended. 
The Ce llva/ue function used over the fl ow accumulation image wi ll help in 
determining the best location of the darn pmnt. The Cellvalue accounts the value of 
the cell pointed at by the user. For example, if it is used over pure DEM coverage, it 
indicates the elevation of the cell ; on the other hand, if it is used over a flow 
accumulati on coverage, it indicates the number of cell s flowing into the specifi ed cell . 
After having determined the exact location of the darn, the Watershed function 
is used to delineate the contributing watershed area over that point. The already fi ll ed 
DEM and the delineated watershed will now be combined (masked) in one image 
using the Selectmask function. This image is the watershed image that will be used to 
determine the di ffe rent parameters. Points on the watershed perimeter are converted 
into XY coordinates using the Ungenerate func tion. The converted points are used 
later in the process of the PMP estimati on. Using built-in modules, the centeroid, the 
area, the average slope, the average elevation, and the length of the watershed and the 
18 
length of the longest watercourse will be determined. In addition to that, files 
containing the statistics of the calculations (Mean, STDV) are produced. Furthermore, 
a coverage containing the names of all the quad maps produced by the USGS is 
overlaid onto the watershed boundaries to determine the names of the quad maps 
covering the area under study. Results of the GIS are presented later in Chapter IV. 
Vegetation Cover 
A GIS coverage (Edwards et a! ., 1995) containing information on different 
vegetation types was used to determine the vegetation cover over the study basins . 
Thjs vegetation cover will be overlaid on the watershed boundaries to produce a file 
cootruning the different types of vegetation withln the area of study in conjunction 
with their different proportions. Thjs file will be used later to help in estimating the 
curve number of the different study basins. A li st of Utah vegetation codes by cover-
type is shown in Appenilix (A) . The li st contruns approximately 38 different 
vegetation types. 
Soil Cover 
It was intended to have the soil data in a digitized form of the SCS State Soil 
Geograpwc (STATSGO) database. The so il data would then be processed in the same 
technique in which the vegetation data were processed. That is, by overlaying the soi l 
cover over the delineated watershed, the ilifferent proportions of the different soi ls are 
computed. Unfortunately, STATSGO was not ready for use by the time this study was 
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finished. Therefore, we used the USGS published soil data survey . Maps of these 
surveys are appropriately overlaid on a map of the watershed delineated using the quad 
maps, and the areas of different soils on the watershed are measured usi ng a 
planimeter. In some of the study basins, where the detailed soil survey does not exist, 
a general soil map of Utah is used. The general classification obtained from this map 
is further detailed using the table of the soil families and their Included Series (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994). Then, the hydrologic group related to each series is obtained 
using Table 7-1 from NEH-4 (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1985), a sample of which is 
shown in Append ix E. 
HMR 49 PMP Estimation 
Based on the criteria specified in HMR 52, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the 
Hydrologic Engineering Center developed a personal computer program to estimate the 
PMS in the eastern U.S. HMR 52 contains a procedure fo r developing a temporal and 
spatial storm pattern to be associated with the PMP estimates provided in HMR 51. 
Data required for the application of the program are the X, Y coordinates describing 
the river basin and subbasin watershed boundaries, the PMP depth-duration 
relationship from HMR 51, and the storm orientation, size, centering, and timing. 
After completing the input data file , containing the above mentioned data, the 
code automatical ly computes the spatially averaged and temporally distributed PMP for 
each subbasin. Optimization capability is provided by the code to try vario us 
combinations of storm-area size, centering, orientation, and temporal distribution until 
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the PMS is produced. In most cases, this value of PMS will suffice to determine the 
PMF, which is then computed using the PMS and an appropriate precipitation-runoff 
model such as HEC I . Exceptions wi II occur where the basin has an irregular shape 
or unusual hydrologic characteristics. 
In tills study we carried a major modification of HMR 52 computer code to suit 
the calculations of the local PMP in the areas covered by HMR 49. The modified 
code wi ll follow exactly the steps mentioned above to compute the local storm P!v(P. 
In the modified code the isohyetal pattern is changed according to Figure 3. 
The orientation is recommended to be along the length of the basin . The storm-area 
s ize is kept constant at 500 mi 2, which is the upper limit recommended in HMR 49. 
The temporal distribution follows Tables 3 and 4. For local storms the PMS is 
produced when the center of the storm coincides with the center of the basin, given 
the optimum orientation. The other input data required by HMR 49 were introduced 
app ropriately in the code. 
The input data description follows exactly the description given by the HMR 
52-users manual (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1984). Input data are read from 
cards or card images. Each card is divided into a two-column card identification field 
(columns 1 and 2) and ten data fields . The remaining nine fields each have eight 
columns. Cards needed in HMR 49 input are ID, BN, BS, BX, BY, HP, SA, SC, and 
ZZ. Descrip tion of these cards is given in Appendix B. 
A Fortran code is written to convert the output file, containing the perimeter 
coordinates, fro m ARC/INFO into BX and BY cards. The average elevation is entered 
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in the HP card and the centeroid coordinates are entered as the storm coordinates in 
the SC card. The maps produced by ARC/INFO help in determining the orientation of 
the storm to produce the PMS . The PMS produced by the HMR 49 computer program 
is used as part of the input needed to use HEC I . 
USBR Synthetic Unit Hydrograph 
A computer code is developed to compute the unit hydrograph using the USBR 
method, which will be described in more details in Chapter IV. First, a dimensionless 
unit hydrograph is selected from the different dimensionless unit hydrographs 
presented in the Flood Hydrology Manual (Cudworth, 1989). The time axes of these 
dimenssionless unit hydrographs are expressed as a percentage of the lag time L, plus 
50% of the unit duration of the unit hydrograph. This is expressed as: 
(I) 
Dimensionless discharge ordinates q are expressed in terms of the product of 
the recorded flood unit hydrograph ordinate Q, in cfs, and lag time L, plus 50% of the 
unit duration of the unit hydrograph, divided by the unit runoff vo lume for the basin 
V', in !-day cfs . This is expressed as : 
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q (2) 
Once the time lag is estimated, the unit duration is estimated by dividing the 
lag time by 5.5 and then rounding down to the closest of 5, 10, 15 , or 30 min; or I, 2, 
3, or 6 hr, as recommended by the USBR (Cudworth, 1989). Using the area of the 
basin as an input to the code, the value of V' is calculated. Then the process of 
comp uting the unit hydrograpb is mechanical by simply interpolating for the calculated 
values of the time points, which are multiples of D, and finding the corresponding 
di scharge values. 
Loss Rates and Curve Numbers 
Some of the rainfall from a storm is lost due to land surface interception, 
depression storage, infiltration, and evapotranspiration. This part of the storm does not 
contribute to the direct runoff and is considered as rainfall loss. In flood analysis, 
evapotranspiration is generally considered to be negligible. Detention of rainfall by 
interception and depression storage is mainly due to vegetative cover on the surface, 
and local depressions in the ground surface, or generally in an area where water is not 
free to move as overland flow. Infi ltration, wb.ich is the most significant loss during 
flood events, is the movement of water to areas beneath the land surface. The role of 
soil types and conditions is significant in determining tb.e effect of infiltration. 
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The most popular approaches for estimating the loss rates in PMF studies are 
the constant loss rates and the curve number method. In the constant loss method a 
constant rate of infiltration is subtracted from the precipitation rate to compute the 
rainfall excess. Typically the values used for constant rates in PMF studies are based 
on a recommended range of values for each hydrologic soil type that exists in the 
basin (Bowles et al., 1992). 
In this study we used the curve number method. The Soil Conservation 
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Substituting and rearranging 
Q (5) 
The initial abstraction is a function of land use, treatment, condition, 
interception, infiltration, dep ression storage, and antecedent soil moisture (McCuen, 
1982). An empirical formula was developed to estimate I,: 
I. = 0.2S 
Use thi s relation and substitute back in Equation (5): 
Q 




Empirical studies indicate that S can be estimated by: 
s 1000 - 10 
CN 
A computer code is developed to estimate the curve number of the different 
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(8) 
watersheds. This code uses tbe vegetation output file from ARC/INFO. The code will 
match each vegetation type from the file to the most suitable class in Table 5. This 
table is distributed by SCS, USDA. It contains the runoff curve numbers for arid and 
sem iarid areas. The program will compute the runoff curve number for the given 
hydrologic soi l group and hydrologic condition. 
HEC I Model 
The modeling package will include HEC I , which is used in the process of 
converting the PMP into the PMF. HEC I is a model "designed to simulate the 
surface runoff response of a river basin to precipitation by representing the basin as an 
interconnected system of hydrologic and hydraulic components " (U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1990, p. 1). HEC I is a single-event model that uses spatially and 
temporally average description of the catchment to estimate the runoff from discrete 
storm events. The simulation of tbe runoff is carried out using a choice of the unit 
hydrograph techniques. HEC I also offers tbe kinematic wave method as an option to 
the unit hydrograph method, although this method was not used in this study. The 
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o utput from the previous steps may be arranged appropriately to prepare the input file 
of the HEC I. By utilizing HEC I, a runoff hydrograph will result. 
Status of Modelin g System 
Except fo r the soil component, the other components of the PMF modeling 
system are well established. The next logical step is to link these different 
components, and hence to bave a fully automated PMF modeling system. 
All of the GIS work was carried using a batch file that has been created for 
that purpose. Tbe batch file is executed sequentially, although stops do exist where a 
subj ective judgment is needed. After each stop , and after making the requi red entry, 
th e file proceeds automatically to execute the remaining steps. Different Fortran codes 
are created for every other component of the PMF modeling system. 
Table 5. Runoff curve num bers fo r arid and semiarid 
rangelands 
Cover Des cription Curve numbers for hydrologic 
soil group-
Cover T ype Hyd rologic A' B 
Condition1 
Herbaceous-mixture of grass, Poor 80 
weeds, and low-growing brush, 
with brush the minor element. Fair 71 
Good 62 
Oak-aspen-mountain bmsh Poor 66 
mixture of oak brush, aspen, 
moWltain mahogany, bitter Fair 48 
brush, maple , and other brush. 
Good 30 
Pinyon-juniper-pinion, juniper, Poor 75 
or both; grass undestroy. 
Fair 58 
Good 41 
Sagebrush with grass undestroy. Poor 67 
Fair 51 
Good 35 
Desert shrub-major plants Poor 63 77 
inc lude saltbush, greasewood, 
creosotebush, blackbrush, Fair 55 72 
bursage, palo verde, mesquite, 
and cactus. Good 49 68 
0 Poor. < 30 Yo ground cover (lttter, grass, and brush overstory). 
Fair: 30% to 70% ground cover 
Good: > 70% ground cover 



















EVALUATION Of/ SYNTHETIC UNIT HYDROGRAPH 
TECHNIQUES 
Introduction 
In this chapter we focus on Objectives I through 3: 
1) To evaluate the theoretical and empirical basis for the synthetic unit 
hydrograph methods, which are commonly used for Utah PMF 
determinations. 
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2) To compare the PMF determinations for representative Utah watersheds 
based on alternative synthetic unit hydrograph methods, and to explore 
the effects of uncertainty in parameters estimation. 
3) To develop guidelines for selection of synthetic unit hydrograph 
methods for Utah PMF determinations. 
We have limited our work to considering floods resulting from the local storm 
PMP since for most Utah reservoirs, wh.ich are regulated by the Utah State Engineer's 
Office, the watersh.ed areas are small enough that local storm PMP yields a greate r 
peak PMF flow rate than the general storm PMP. The principal exceptions are the 
mainstem reservoirs on the Bear and Sevier Rivers, for which general storm PMFs are 
considered to be critical. 
Following this introduction we review the general theory and practice of 
synthetic unit hydrographs, and we also present the selection of the representative Utah 
watersheds that we used in the evaluation of fi ve specific SUH methods. The five 
methods are the SCS, Clark, Snyder, USBR, and COE LA Vally S-Graph method. 
Finally, we present a comparison of these five methods for the representati ve Utah 
watersheds. 
Our evaluations of specific synthetic unit hydrograph methods in this chapter 
are di vided into the foUowing four parts: 
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I) Procedure--theory and empirical basis for original work and subsequent 
modifications, 
2) Practice and applicability--experi ence and guidelines for parameter 
se lection and app li cabi li ty of the method (area, location, shape, etc.), 
3) Analytical evaluations, 
4) Empirical evaluati ons. 
General Theory and Practice of Synthetic Unit Hydrographs 
In this section , we review the basic principles of the unit hydrograph theory as 
presented by Sherman (1932) . We lay out the basic assumptions on which the method 
was based. We also outline th e limitations and the advantages and disadvantages of 
the method. In subsequent sections, we review the practice in applying the method 
with different techniques, through introducing different unit hydrograph practices. 
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Unit hydrograph 
The unit hydrograph (UH) method is one of the most commonly used 
approaches in determining flood di scharge hydrographs from rainfall events. The 
method is first employed by Sherman (1932). According to McCuen (1989, p. 375) a 
unit hydrograph is defmed as "the hydrograph that results from one inch of rain fall 
excess generated uniformly over the watershed at a uniform rate during a specified 
peri od of time." The specified time period is referred to as the unit duration. Rainfall 
excess is defined as the amount of rainfal l available for direct runoff generation after 
all types of losses, such as interception, detention , and infiltration, have been 
accounted for. 
Several aspects of the tl~fwitiun uf th~ unit hydro graph need to be emphasized 
because they are never completely sati sfied in nature. First, nnit hydrographs are 
defined for a specific duration of rainfall excess, referred to as the unit duration . The 
effect of small differences in unit duration is slight, and a tolerance of± 25% on unit 
duration is usually acceptable according to Linsely , Kohler and Paulhus (1982). For 
the USBR unit hydrograpb, we sho w the effects of approximating the unit duration on 
the magnitude of the predicted peak flow rates. 
The second important aspect is the assumption of a "uniform rate" of constant 
rainfall excess for the duration of the unit duration . Large variations in rainfall 
intensity during a storm are refl ected in the shape of the predicted hydrograph. The 
effects of variable rainfall intensities can be reduced by adopting a smaller unit 
duration . 
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The third aspect is the assumption of uniform spatial distribution of rainfall 
excess over the watershed. This directly affects the shape of the actual hydrograph. A 
steeply rising limb with a sharp peak usually results if the area of high runoff is near 
the basin outlet. Conversely, a milder sloping rising limb with a broad peak occurs if 
the higher rainfall intensities are concentrated in upstream portions of the basin 
(Linsely, Kohler, and Paulhus, 1982). Since current hydrologic practice is to average 
rainfall intensities and loss rates over each subbasin area to which the unit hydrograph 
is applied, it follows that the adoption of smaller subbasins may be needed to improve 
the representation of spatial variations in rainfall excess, and therefore to improve the 
shape of the predicted hydrograph for the entire basin. The use of a larger number of 
subbasins will require greater use of channel routing. 
The Electric Power Research Institute (1993) listed several considerations for 
subdividing a basin, including significant deviations in the amount of rainfall from the 
basin average. The sensitivity of PMF hydrographs to subdividing a Utah basin or 
treating it as a single· basin was explored by Bowles et al. (1992). They found 
between a 9 and 17% increase in the PMF peak flow when the 64 mi2 basin was 
divided into five subbasins for local and general storms using uniform loss rates or 
SCS curve number approaches. The U.K. Flood Studies Report (1975) suggests an 
"arbitrary upper limit" of 200 mi2 (500 Km2). Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus (1982), 
however, have suggested that the limiting basin size should be fixed by the accuracy 
desired and regional climatic characteristics. They recommended an upper limit of 
2000 mi2 (5000 Km2) unless reduced accuracy can be accepted. The U. S. Army 
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Corps of Engineers ( !957) also suggested that unit hydrographs are best sui ted for 
areas of 2000 mi 2 or less. They argued that the assumption of uniform spatial 
precipitation excess becomes rarer in larger basins, so that the chances of obtaining 
good results becomes more remote with increasing size of the drainage basin. They 
also pointed out that odd-shaped basins, which are long and narrow, usually have a 
very uneven rainfall distribution and hence unit graphs are not well suited to such 
basins. For mountainous areas, they observe that the spatial distribution of rainfall is 
typically uneven, but that the stability of the pattern from storm to sto rm can lead to 
the successful application of the unit hydrograph technique. Viessman, Lewis, and 
Knapp (1977) suggested that storms used in the deriving of the unit hydrograpb should 
have a simple temporal structure, constant intensity throughout the period of rainfall 
excess, and a uniform spatial distribution over the entire basin. To meet these 
requirements they put an upper limit of watershed size of approximately 1000 mi2 
Pilgrim (1987) argued that, based on the lumped nature of the unit hydrograph, its use 
is best suited to catchments where uniformly distributed storms occur, or to catchments 
that are subject to storms having similar spatial distributions of rainfall from event to 
event. So the restriction of spatial uniformity of the input rainfall may be relaxed if 
the pattern is fairly similar from event to event. 
It is apparent that a consensus does not exist in the literature for setting an 
upper limit on basin sizes suitable for applying unit hydrograph techniques. In 
principle the limiting basin size is controlled by the accuracy desired in flood 
calculations, and the spatial uniformi ty of precipitation, or at least the consistency of 
its spatial pattern. 
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The assumptions of linearity and superposition are crucial to the development 
of the unit hydrograph technique (Ponce, 1985). The linearity pri ncipl e is app lied to 
obtain a hydrograph for a rainfall excess depth other than unity over the unit duration . 
This is done by simply multiplyi ng tbe unit hydrograph ordinates by the depth of 
rainfall excess (see Figure 5). The lineari ty principl e implies that the time base 
remains constant regardless of runoff depth. The principle of superposition is 
employed to predict a hydrograph resulting from a storm hyetograph , which comprises 
a series of rainfall excess depths (pulses), each with a duration equal to the unit 
duration (sec Figure 6). The superposition principl e assumes the mutual independence 
of rainfall pulses. The summation of tbe unit hydrograph ordinates multiplied by 
rain fall depths for eacb rainfall pulse leads to tbe calculation of the composite 
hydrograpb for the entire storm event. Thi s process of multiplication, translation in 
time, and summation is known as the convolution of the storm hyetograph and unit 
hydrograph . 
Though the linearity assumption of the unit hydrograph enables the constructi on 
of complex storm discharge hydro graph, it is still the main target of criticisms of the 
unit hydrograph theory. The assumption of linearity suggests that, irrespective of the 
magnitude o f the inflow rainfall , the proporti on of the inflow and outflow remains 
constant. Hydraulic theory shows that di scharge and mean velocity are nonlinear 
function s of flo w depth and stage. Thus the time distribution of runoff should, in 
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Figure 5. Linearity principle. 
B 
Total nmoff hydrog:nph from pubc A &. pubo B 
Figure 6. Superposition principle. 
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principle, be altered. Notwithstanding this principle of linearity , unit hydrographs 
deri ved from very high floods yield higher peaks and shorter times to the peak than 
those derived from small- to medium-size floods although the degree of increase in 
peak and decrease in time to peak varies from basin to basin and region to region, 
depending on the physiographic, channel, and basin factors (Singh, I 982). Linsley , 
Kohler, and Paulhus (1982) reported adjustments of 5 to 20% for large floods in the 
United States, and Pilgrim (1987) gave guidelines for 15 to 20 percent increases 
depending on characteristics of the drainage basin . The U.K. Flood Studies Report 
(1975) recommended a 33 % reduction in the rime to peak of the unit hydrograph when 
it is app li ed in PMF computations. USBR (Cudworth 1989), The Electric Power 
Research Institute (1993) , and the U.S .Army Corps. of Engineers (1957) were silent on 
the topic of adjusting unit hydrographs derived from historic floods before they are 
used for PMF determinations. Yet, evidence exists that nonlinear models may 
overestimate the PMF (Maidment, 1993) . 
Synthetic unit hydrographs 
More often than not suitable rainfal l and runoff data are not available to derive 
a unit hydrograph for watersheds that are the subj ect of a flood study. In these cases a 
SUH may be developed and used in place of a site specific unit hydrograph . "A 
synthetic unit hydrograph is a unit hydrograph derived following an established 
fo rmula, without the need for rainfall -runoff data analysis ." (Ponce, 1985, p. 174) 
Synthetic unit hydrographs are based on unit hydrographs, which are derived from 
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floods occurring on a selected group of hydrologically similar gaged basins. One 
method for obtaining a synthetic unit hydrograph is to convert the flowrate and time 
axes of unit hydrographs into dimensionless forms. This method is the basis for the 
SCS and USBR SUHs. It automatically accounts for differences in such attributes as 
basin size, shape, storage characteristics, and variations in unit hydrograph lag time 
and unit duration. Synthetic unit hydrographs are then obtained through a process of 
redimensionalizing using relations between unit hydrograph parameters and physical 
basin characteristics, including time parameters such as basin lag time. Two 
approaches to utilizing the dimensionless form of the unit hydro graph are commonly 
used: 1) dimensionless unit hydrograph technique, and 2) S-graph (or S-curve) 
technique (Cudworth, 1989). Other alternative approaches to SUHs involve either 1) 
using an Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH), which is the basis for the Clark unit 
hydrograph (Clark, 1945), or 2) correlating peak and time lag parameters to basin 
characteristics. 
Generally, ordinates of the dimensionless unit hydro graph are expressed as 
ratios of discharge rate to peak discharge rate (q/qp) and the time axis is defined as the 
ratio of the time to the time to peak (t/tP). A dimensionless unit hydrograph is usually 
used to average the watershed characteristics for which it was developed, by masking 
the effect of basin size and essentially eliminating the effect of shape, except as they 
are reflected in one of the unit hydrograph parameters (Linsley, Kohler and Paulhus, 
1982). Thus making unit hydro graphs dimensionless enables a comparison of unit 
hydrographs amongst those representing widely varying drainage areas and widely 
vary ing time characteristics (Holnbeck and Parrett, 1993). 
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The S-curve technique is based on the assumption of the occupance of infinite 
series of rainfall excess pulses, each with a unit duration oft hours. The S-curve is 
constructed by adding the ordinates of a series oft-hour unit hydrographs, which are 
lagged by t hours. The S-curve can be used to obtain a unit hydrograph with a 
different unit duration. If the desired unit duration is t·, a second S-curve is used , 
similar to the first but shifted by t' hours. The t'-hour unit hydrograph is obtained by 
multiplying the difference between the two S-curves by the ratio tit'. In the USBR 
practice (Cudworth, 1989), dimensionless S-graphs were developed by converting the 
time base to time in percent of the lag time, and the ordinates to discharge as a 
percent of the peak discharge. 
Synthetic unit hydrographs are more likely to give satisfactory results for small 
watersheds because the variability in watershed characteristics tends to be less than for 
large watersheds. Therefore, large basins should be divided .into subbasins and a 
separate synthetic unit hydrograph derived for each subbasin based on its watershed 
characteristics. The resulting subbasin hydrographs are then routed and combined 
appropriately to form the hydrograph for the entire basin. Cudworth (1989) suggested 
that the synthetic unit hydrographs tend to give satisfactory results when generated for 
drainage up to about 500 square miles. He therefore recommended that larger basins 
should be di vided into subbasins of about 500 square miles. However, in deriving 
their synthetic unit hydrographs, the USBR used basin areas as large as 4,730 mi 2 in 
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the Southwest Desert, Great Basin , and Colorado Plateau, and 2,5 11 mi 2 in the Rocky 
Moun tai ns, New Mexico , Colorado , Utah , Wyo ming, Montana, Idaho, and Oregon . It 
is not clear that considerations for selecting maximum basin size for app lication of 
SUHs should be any different than they are for app lying site specific UHs, wi th the 
exception of keeping the basin area within the same range of basin sizes for which the 
SUHs were established_ This consideration is likely the basis for the recommendation 
in NEH-4 that the SCS SUH should be used on ly fo r basins with areas of less than 
100 mi'-
A number of methods have been developed for synthesizing a unit hydrograph 
based on one or more watershed parameters. The most co=only used methods in 
current US practice have been reviewed in this study. They are the SCS 
Dimensionless SUH, the Snyder's SUH, and the Clark SUH. The USBR UH and the 
COE LA Valley S-Graph method are reviewed under the current practice of Snyder's 
SUH. 
Unit hydrograph time parameters 
Synthetic unit hydrographs are usually derived using estimates of basin time 
parameters such as Jag time, time of concentration, and time to peak. These time 
parameters are usually estimated by relating them to physical basin characteristics, 
such as length and slope of the longest watercourse. 
Two different defmitions of lag time are used in different synthetic hydrograph 
methods. Care must be exercised to use the appropriate definition for the synthetic 
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unit hydrograph method being used. Snyder (1938 , p. 447) defined lag time as "the 
time from center of mass of rain fal l to peak of runoff' (see Figure 7). The SCS 
definition of lag time, as described in NEH-4 is identical to the Snyder defmition. The 
USBR (Cudworth 1989, p. 68) defined lag time as "the time from center of unit 
rainfall excess to the time that 50% of the volume of unit runoff from the drainage 
basin has passed the concentration point" (see Figure 8). 
The USBR (Cudworth, 1989) developed the following empirical relation for the 
estimating the lag time: 
(9) 
in which: 
USBR lag time in hours. 
s Overall slope of L measured fro m gauging station or point of 
interest to drainage basin divide, in ft per mile. 
K, The average Manning's n value for the principal watercourse in 
the drainage basin based on an estimate which is weighted by 
stream length. 
N An exponent. It can be taken as 0.33 regardless of the regional 
location of a particular drainage basin (Cudworth, 1989). 
L Distance in miles along the longest watercourse over the watershed 
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D 
D/2 Lag Time 
Time (b.r) 
Figure 7. Snyder or SCS lag time definition . 
Distance in miles on the main stream from the station to a point 
opposite the center of gravity of the drainage area. 
In this study a value of K.= 0.073 , which is the maximum value recommended 
by the USBR for local storms, is taken to estimate the lag time for study basins. A 
value of K.= 0 13, which is the minimum value recommended by the USBR for 
gene ral storms, is also taken to examine the sens itivity of the unit hydrograph, 
changing this parameter. The Snyder/SCS lag time is taken as 84.2% of the USBR lag 
time (Bowles et al. , 1992). 
ln the USBR and USACE S-graph methods, lag time is defined in yet another 
way as "the time from the start of a continuous series of unit rainfall excess 
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D 
USBR Lag Time 
Time at which 50% of unit runoff has passed outlet point 
Time (hr) 
Figure 8. USBR lag time definition. 
increments to the time when the resulting hydrograph reaches 50 percent of the 
ultimate discharge." (Cudworth, 1989, p. 69) 
Time of concentration is defined as the time that it takes for runoff to travel 
from the hydraulically most distant part of the storm area to the watershed outlet. 
Time of concentration may also be defmed as the time from the end of rainfall excess 
to the point of inflection of the unit hydrograph (see Figure 8). Many empirical 
equations were fo und in the literature to estimate the time of concentration . These 








length of flow path in ft , 
roughness coefficient, 
average slope of flow path in ft/ft, 
intensity of excess rainfall in in/hr, 
constant. 
a,h,y, and z are exponen ts. 
Papadakis and Kazan (1987) tested eleven of the most frequently encountered 
formulas to estimate the time of concentration. These include the Kirpi ch, Izzard, 
Kerby/Hathaway, Caner, Eagleson, Kinematic Wave, Morgali and Linsley , Federal 
Aviation Agency , SCS (lag) Curve number, SCS Velocity Charts, and the Singh's 
Kinematic Wave and Chezy Formulas. In their study of small (less than 500 acres) 
rural watersheds they found that times of concentration computed by these equations 
for a given watershed and for the same rainfall even t vary by more than 500%. 
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Time to peak is defined as the time from the start of runoff to the time of the 
peak discharge (see Figure 7) . The following relation may be established between the 
SCS/Snyder definition of lag time and time to peak: 
(11) 
in which: 
t, time to peak 
D unit duration 
t, time lag based on the Snyder or SCS defin ition 
Many empi rical formulas have been developed relating the SCS/Snyder lag 
time and the time of concentration. NEH-4 (USDA, 1985) has reco=ended the 
following empirical relation based on the dimensionless triangular hydrograph: 
t1 = 0.6tc (12) 
in which : 
time of concentration. 
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This relation is for average natural watershed conditions and for an 
approximately uniform distribution of runoff on the watershed. For basins subjected to 
nonuniform runoff distribution , NEH-4 recommends the division of the basin into 
subbasins such that a uniform runoff distribution will be better approximated within 
each subbasin to which Equation ( 12) is applied . 
Study Basins 
In this study, two types of empirical evaluations of the synthetic unit 
hydrograph techniques were made: 
I) Evaluation each SUR techniques against historical Utah flood events 
ami unit hydrographs previously developed for specific Utah basins; and 
2) Intercomparison of the different SUR techniques using a representative 
set of Utah basins above dams that are regulated by the Utah State 
Engineer's Office. 
Hi storical flood events 
At the outset of our work we spent considerable effort searching for rainfall 
and runoff data for severe local storms on Utah watersheds. It was planned to derive a 
site-specific unit hydrograph wi th the goal of attempting the derivation of a regional 
synthetic unit hydrograph or hydrographs for regions of Utah. However, we found 
that available data were either for high-frequency storms and thus could not be 
expected to be representative of extreme events, or did not adequately describe the 
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spatial extent and distribution of local storm events. We then changed our approach to 
encompass general storms that were not affected by snowmelt or snow fall, and still 
failed to find suitable observed events for use in deriving a regional synthetic unit 
hydrograph. Therefo re, we changed our approach to an intercomparison of SUH 
methods on representative Utab watersheds. 
Unit hydrographs 
In our empirical and analytical evaluations we also used different unit 
hyd rographs data sets that have been already developed in previous studies. These 
were the six dimensionless unit hydro graphs developed for regions of the western U.S. 
in the USBR Flood Hydrology Manual (Cudworth, 1989), and 30 other dimension.less 
unit hydrographs developed by the USBR (Bu.l lard, 1994) for specific basins . The 
former data set is referred to as USBR and the latter as USBR30. The dimensionless 
discharge ordinates q, in both USBR and USBR30, are expressed in terms of the 
product of the observed flood unit hydrograph ordinate Q, in cfs, and lag time L
8 
plus 
SO% of the unit rai.nfa.ll duration divided by the unit runoff volume for the basin V', in 
1-day cfs. 
Selection of representative Utab basins 
A li st of all dams regu.lated by the Utab State Engineer's Office was obtained 
from their office. We screened out minor dams and dams that are classified as low or 
moderate hazard, thus leaving only large, intermediate, and small high-hazard dams. 
The descriptions of the size and hazard categories, as defied by Morgan (1993) , are 
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presented in Tab le 6. We further reduced this subset of dams by eliminating those 
with small basin areas, less than I 0 mi ', and those with basin areas exceeding 50 mi'. 
Tl1is reduced the selected number of candidate study basins to 28 . This li st was 
further reduced to seven study bas ins by selecting basins such that a good geographic 
coverage of Utah was obtained. Table 7 lists the selected study basins by the name of 
the dam, its location, and darn size classification based on information obtained from 
the State Engineer's Office. Figure 9 shows the location of the dams associated with 
each study basin. The areas of the selected study basins vary from II mi' up to 39 
Physical characteri stics of representative 
Utah watersheds 
The GIS package ARC/INFO was used to compute various physical 
characteri stics fo r the study basins for use in deriving the synthetic unit hydrographs 
and other inputs needed to perform rainfall -runoff calculations using the PMF 
modeling system which incorporates HEC I. Appendix C contains the maps produced 
by ARC/INFO for each of the study basins listed in Table 7. Table 8 shows the 
physical characteristics of the study basins as computed by ARC/INFO. A fil e 
contai ning stati stical information on each of these physical characteristics is also 
produced by ARC/INFO but was not used in this study. 
Table 9 li sts the different USGS quad maps that cover each of the study basins. 
These were used to identify the locations of dams on the study basins and to veri fy 
ARC/INFO calculations of basin characteristics. 
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Table 6. Utah State dam hazard and size classifications 
Hazard 
Classification 
High Applies to those dams which, if they failed, have 
a high probability of causing loss of human life 
or extensive economic loss, including damage to 
critical public utilities. 
Moderate Applies to those dams which, if they failed, have 
a low probability of causing loss of human life 
but would cause appreciable property damage 
including damage to critical public utilities. 
Low Applies to those dams which, if they failed, 
would cause minimal threat human life, and 
economic loss would be minor or limited to 
damage sustained by the owner of the structure. 
Size 
Classification 
Minor A dam with hydraulic height of 10 ft or less and 
a storage capacity of 20 AF or less. 
Small A dam with a hydraulic height of I 0 ft to 50 ft 
and a storage capacity less than 20 AF OR a 
hydraulic height less than 25 ft with a storage 
capacity less than 1000 AF. 
Intermediate A dam which does not meet the criteria for a 
large dam or a small dam. 
Large A dam with a hydraulic height greater than 100 
ft OR a storage capacity greater than 50000 AF 
OR a hydraulic height in excess of 50 ft and a 
storage capacity in excess of 1000 AF. 
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Table 7. Selected representative Utah study basins 
DAM# Name Lat. Long. Size Area Stream 
1 LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) 37513 109215 L no SO. CREEK & POLE C 
2 SMTIH AND MOREHOUSE 40458 111061 L 27.0 SMTIH & MOREHOUSE 
3 UTAH POWER & LIGIIT. ELECTRJC 39362 1111 29 L 30.0 HUNTINGTON CREEK 
4 THREE CREEKS (SEVIER) 38375 112259 [ 10.0 THREE CREEKS 
5 LTITLEDELL 40462 111422 L 16.0 MOIDITAIN DELL 
6 MOIDITAIN DELL 40450 111433 L 39.0 PARLEYS CREEK 
7 BIRCH CREEK NO. I 41304 111187 s 18.0 BIRCH CREEK 
Some points need to be mentioned here about the delineation of the watershed 
using the GIS approach. Where the natural topography of the basin is flat, the GIS 
may not accurately discriminate the location of the watershed. Flat areas, which might 
potentially lead to this problem, can be identified through inspection of a slope 
coverage display, obtainable from the GIS, in which areas having the same slope are 
represented by the same color. Also, as mentioned in Chapter IV, care must be taken 
to verify that the latitude and longitude of the dam (which define the outlet point for 
the contributing basin area) measured from a map will correctly locate the dam on the 
channel in the GIS. Locating this outlet point in an incorrect location may lead to an 
inaccurate delineation of the watershed. Having the USGS quad maps available will 
overcome this problem of delineation, since it gives a better idea of the location of the 
outlet point with respect to the main channel and the general shape of the watershed. 
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Figure 9. Utah map showing the location of the study basins. 
so 
Table 8. Physical basin characteristics obtained using GIS 
DAM# Name Area(miA2) GIS Area (rni"2) L(mi) Lca(mi) Slope o/o Elevation (n) 
1 LDYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) 13.00 13.81 7.69 3.71 918 8524.80 
2 SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 27.00 27 .97 7 .51 3 67 13 25 9685.00 
3 UTAH POWER & L!Gill- ELECTRIC 30.00 31.25 10.53 3.74 1100 9300.00 
4 THREE CREEKS (SEVJER 10_00 892 4.80 2.16 7 18 7416.00 
s UITLEDELL 16.00 16.40 7 87 3 98 13 78 7168.00 
6 MOUNTAIN DELL 39 00 39.10 9.00 3.12 14.00 7126.00 
7 BIRCH CREEK NO. 1 18.00 1805 970 4.69 632 7920.00 
Table 9. USGS quad maps covering each study basin 
DAM# Name maol map2 mao3 mao4 
1 LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) MonticelloS. .t..ba·o Peak 
2 SMITH AND MOREHOUSE Hidden Lake SladerBasin Hoyt Peak Erickson Bain 
3 UTAHPOWER&L!Gill- ELECIRIC Fair View Lakes Scofield Huntmclon Res CandlandMt 
4 THREE CREEKS (SEVIER Red Rld<e Trai!Mt 
5 LITTLE DELL MtDell 
6 MOUNTAIN DELL Mt.Dell B1 Dutch Hollow lvfl Alre Park City West 
7 BIRCH CREEK NO. 1 BtrchCr Res. Da~ryR1dRe Meachum Rid12.e Curtis Rtd!:!:e 
SCS SUH 
Procedure 
The SCS method uses a dimensionless unit hydrograph that is based on an 
extensive analysis of many storms from throughout the US. However, despite 
enquiries made with the SCS, we have not been able to obtain a list of the locations or 
physical characteristics of the basins, or the dates and severities of the storms that 
were used as a basis for the SCS SUH. Unit hydrographs derived from these events 
were made dimensionless by dividing all discharge ordinates by the peak discharge 
and the time ordinates by the time to peak. An average of these dimensionless unit 
hydrographs was then computed. The time base of the resulting averaged 
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dimensionless UH was found to be approximately 5 times the time to peak and 
approximately 37.5% of the total volume was found to occur before the time to peak. 
The inflection point on the recession limb occurs at approximately 1. 7 times the time 
to peak, and the UH had a curvilinear shape (see Figure 9). An equation for the peak 
di scharge of a unit hydrograph was derived on the basis of the assumption that the 
dimensionless unit hydrograph can be represented by an equivalent triangular unit 
hydrograph shown in Figure I 0. The total volume of direct runoff, Q, which equals 
the volume under the triangular unit hydrograph , is thus calculated as : 
in which (see Figure 10): 
Q the total volume of runoff, 
time to peak, 
the recession time, 
the peak discharge. 
(13) 
A property of this triangular unit hydrograph is that the recession time (t,) can 
be related to the time-to-peak (~), as follows : 
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Figure 10. SCS triangular unit hydrograph. 
Rearranging Equation (13) gives the following relationship for the peak flowrate: 
(15) 
In order that q, can be expressed in cfs, t, in hours, and Q in inches, a 
coefficient must be introduced: 
and: 
in which : 
A 
K = 645.3[-2-] 
1 +t)tp 
Peak discharge in cfs 




If Equation (14) is substituted into Equation (17), the value of K can be shown 
to be 484 and thus Equation (!6) becomes: 
(18) 
which is a common form of the SCS unit hydro graph. This form is used by HEC I , 
for example, if the SCS unit hydrograph option is selected. 
The value of t• can be expressed in terms of the duration of the unit duration of 
precipitation excess, D , and the time of concentration, t, : 
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(19) 
Since the SCS definition of the time lag is identical to Snyder's definition, 
Equation (11) also applies in determining the time to peak (t,). 
Practice and applicability 
The SCS synthetic unit hydrograph method is widely used for storm drainage 
design and in Utah PMF determinations (Bullard, 1994, personal communication). 
The SCS SUH has only one-parameter, the lag time. If the time of concentration is 
estimated, then Equation (12) can be used to calculate the lag time. NEH-4 (U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, \985) limits the applicability of the method to areas not 
exceeding I 00 square miles. For basins exceeding this upper limit, division of the 
basin into subbasins is recommended. These restrictions on basin size may not always 
be adhered to in Utah PMF determinations. 
As presented in the previous section, the value of 484 assigned to the 
coefficient, K, reflects a unit hydrograph that has 37.5% of its area under the rising 
limb. According to Chow (1964), the coefficient K varies from 600 in areas of steep 
mountainous terrain to 300 in very flat swampy areas. Peak flow rate is linearly 
related to K as indicated by Equation (16) . Despite this relation, the HEC I computer 
model , which is widely used for PMF determinations, uses the value 484 as a constant 
value of K, and does not allow the user to specify alternative values, if needed. This 
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situation rai ses the obvious question as to whether or not a value of 484 for K is 
ap propriate for Utah settings. We wi ll explore this issue, both analytically and 
empirically , in the following subsections. 
Analvtical evaluations 
In this subsection we explore the relationship between the SCS coefficients, K 
(and hence q,) and t/t• as represen ted in Equation ( 17). Figure II sho ws thi s 
relationship in graphical form . K decreases with increasing values of t/t,. The range 
of K values noted by Chow (1964), 300 and 600, corresponds to t/ t, val ues between 
3.3 and 1.15 , respectively. The K value of 484 corresponds to a t/t• value of 1.67 as 
expressed in Equation (17). 
Variations inK Vs ftr/tpl 
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Figure 11 . Variation of SCS peak factor (K) as a function of t/ t •. 
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Figure 12 shows the variation of K with t, for tP values of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 hr. 
For a fixed value of tP' the value of K, and hence qP, decreases as t, increases. Ranges 
of tp and tr values corresponding to Chow's range of K values (300 - 600) and the 
standard K val ue of 484 can be read from Figure 12. 
Empirical evaluations 
Applying SCS over the study basins. For each of the study basins, the HEC 
input data fi le was created and the PMF is estimated using the SCS SUH method, 
which uses a fixed value of K=484 in the HEC I computer model. The time to peak, 
the peak di scharge, and the total vo lume of each hydro graph are as shown in Tabl e I 0. 
Variations in K as ftr/tpl varies 
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Figure 12. Variation in K for different values of tP. 
Tabl e 10. Hydrograph parameters for the study basins based 
on the SCS SUH 
Name Tp (hr qp cfs Voi.(AC-ft 
LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) 3.5 12768 2823 
Sl\llTH AND MOREHOUSE 3.5 38547 8244 
UTAH POWER & LIGm - ELECTRIC 4.0 2 1648 5427 
THREE CREEKS (SEVIER) 3.0 20399 3739 
LITTLE DELL 4.5 11 313 4298 
MOUNTAIN DELL 3.5 45276 9792 
BIRCH CREEK NO. 1 4.0 20185 5378 
BIG SAND WASH 7.0 8919 3802 
Equivalent K for USBR and USBR30. An evaluation of the SCS SUH 
techniques agai nst dimensionless unit hydrographs previously developed and used in 
PMF studi es was performed to esti mate the K values. We will show, later in thi s 
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chap ter, that the unit hydrograph peak di scharge Q, is related to th ~ basin ar~a (A), the 
dimensionless unit hydrograph peak di scharge (q,), and the lag ti me (L.) (see Equation 
25). 
K values were estimated by equating the expression for peak flow from the 
SCS dimensionless unit hydrograph wi th the peak flow from each of the USBR and 
USBR30 dimensionless unit hydrographs, as follows : 
(20) 




Solve fo rK: 
(22) 
Equation (22) is used to compute the K values, using USBR and USBR30 
dimensionless unit hydrographs. The comparisons of K are summarized as fo llows: 
I) Equivalent K values for USBR dimensionless unit hydro graphs, which 
are used by the USBR for PMF determinations in Utah, are shown in 
Table 11 and Figure 13 . Only the general local Rocky Mountain, and 
the Southwest Deserts cases fall outside the 300-600 range of K values, 
with values greater than 600. The general Rocky Mountain general 
storm has an equivalent K of 387, which is less than the 484 value 
specified by the SCS SUH. 
2) Equivalent K values for several dimensionless unit hydrographs 
(USBR30) are presented in Table 12 and Figure 14. Eighty-seven 
percent of these USBR30 cases produced equivalent K values that are 
less the 484 SCS value. However, almost 27% fall below the low limit 
3 00. None of these cases has a value of K greater than 600. The 
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Table 11 Equivalent K for USBR database 
Basin q tp tp/Lg K 
Great Plains 24.02 0.80 0.87 516 
Rocky Mt. General 24 01 060 0.65 387 
Rocky Mt. local 28.36 0.85 0.93 648 
Southwest Desert 28.91 0.80 0.87 621 
Siera Nevada 2348 0.75 0.82 473 
Urban Basins 2000 0.80 0.87 430 
RockyMI.loaof 
Figure 13 . Evaluation of K using the USBR database. 
equivalent K values for USBR3 0 cases that fall in Utah are 203 for Rock 
Creek, 290 fo r Uinta Ri ver in northeastern Utah, and 521 for the Green River 
in eastern Utah. Average K value for Utah cases is 338. 
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Table 12. Equivalent K for USBRJO data base 
No B:uin IQ Itt> I tt>IL~ K 
1 AS!ITON ND 23.00 0.57 0.62 353 
2 BEAVER CREEK OR 27.00 0.50 0.55 363 
3 BIG SANDY Wv 25.80 0.64 0.70 446 
4 BIXBY SD 24.00 0.69 0.75 443 
5 BUCKHORN CREEK co 28.20 0.68 0.74 517 
6 BULLY CREEK OR 29.50 0.35 0.38 277 
7 BUMPING LAKE WA 30.00 0.33 0.36 269 
8 CASITAS DAM CA 32.00 0.40 0.44 344 
9 CHERRY CREEK co 26.70 0.63 0.69 453 
10 CLARK CANYON MO 23.00 0.66 0.72 408 
II COLUMBUS BEND TX 23.80 0.53 0.58 337 
12 DEERFIELD SD 20.50 0.73 0.79 401 
13 FLORIDA CREEK co 22.30 0.36 0.40 218 
14 LOWER GILA RIVER AR 25.00 0.59 0.65 399 
15 GREEN RIVER T.IT 23.00 0.84 0.92 521 
16 HOOKER DAM SITE NM 28.30 0.28 0.31 214 
17 MEDICINE CREEK DAM NE 39.90 0.28 0.31 302 
18 OWYHEE OR 2!.00 0.46 0.50 259 
19 PACTOLADAM SD 25.80 0.63 0.69 439 
20 RED WILLOW DAM NE 28.40 0.41 0.44 310 
21 • RIO CHA.'v!A NM 19.40 0.73 0.79 379 
22 ROCK CREEK T.IT 20.80 0.36 0.40 203 
23 SALT RIVER AR 27.40 0.50 0.55 368 
24 SAN LUIS CREEK CA 28.00 0.39 0.43 296 
25 scs 2!.00 0.79 0.86 443 
26 TWIN BUTTES TX 22.30 0.64 0.70 385 
27 UINTA RIVER T.IT 24.00 0.46 0.50 296 
28 URBAN 19.90 0.82 0.89 437 
29 WARM SPRINGS OR 24.00 0.63 0.68 403 
30 WILLOW CREEK NM 3!.90 0.69 0.76 595 
Peak flow rate determined by the SCS SUH method is directly proportional to 
the K value, which is usually assigned a standard value of 484. However, 
approximately 90% of the USBR30 falls below this value. Also the equivalent K 
value for 387 for the USBR Rocky Mountain general storm DUH is below the 
standard value DUH. However, for the USBR Rocky Mountain local storm and the 
Southwest Desert (presumably for local storms) DUHs, the equivalent K values are 
648 and 621, respectively, which are higher than standard SCS value. This indicates 
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that, as was shown by Bowles et al . (1992), the SCS DUH will give higher peak flows 
than the USBR for general storms, but lower peak flows for local storms. Two out of 
the three Utah watersheds included in the USBR30 database have equivalent K values 
much small er than the standard SCS value, specifically, Rock Creek and Uinta River. 
Unfortunately our efforts to obtain copies of the original DUH constructions from the 
SCS and the USBR were unsuccessful and therefore we cannot analyze the specific 
floods to suggest reasons for the differences. However, since both the SCS and USB R 
DUHs are in use for Utah PMF determinations, the comparisons made herein are 
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Snyder's synthetic unit hydrograph uses two parameters: the "standard lag" time 
t,, and a storage coefficient c,. From a study of basins, ranging in areas from 10 to 
10,000 mi' in the Appalachian Mountain region, Snyder (1938) found the basin lag 
time (in hours) to be a function of basin size and shape, and the duration of rainfall 




Lag time defined as the time from center of rainfall excess to 
peak of the unit hydro graph, in hours, 
Distance in miles along the longest watercourse over the 
watershed, 
Distance in miles on the main stream from the station to a point 
opposite the center of gravity of the drainage area, 
An empirically derived coefficient which reflects variations in 
basin slopes and storage. 




in which : 
Peak discharge in cfs, 
640C• A coefficient depends on the drainage basin characteristics and 
the units used. 
The constant 640 is 1 inch of runoff per hour from 1 m.i'. In hi s study, Snyder 
(1938) set the ratio of the lag time (tb) to the unit dmation of surface-runoff-producing 
rain (t, in Snyder's original work bul identically defined to D, which we use tn other 
sections) to 5.5 based on the data he obtained over the study basins. Snyder defined 
Cp as equal to 5.5 (a./A), rn which a. is the effective area contributing to the peak-
flow in mi 2. 
Snyder obtained the followi.ng empirical expression for the duration of surface-
runoff, T : 
T ~ [3 + 3(t_.l24)] (25) 
To compute the time of peak of a unit hydrograph having a duration t, from the 
time of peak of a unit graph having a duration t •. the following equation is used: 
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(26) 
in which t,, and t,R are the respective lag times in hours fo r the unit hydrographs 
having durations of t, and tR in hours. 
Snyder's equations give values for the lag time and the peak discharge. Two 
empirical formulas have been developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1957) 




w7, and w, width of the unit hydrograpb at discharges equal 75% and 
50% of the peak (br) 
A The drainage area in square miles. 
The two coefficients, C, and C,, have a direct impact on the lag time and tbe 
peak flow. 
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Practice and applicabilitv 
Snyder (1938) found in his Applachian study that the value of C, va ri ed from 
1.8 to 2.2 with an average of 2. He concluded that the coefficient C, represented 
differences in slopes and storage although it did not vary greatly over the areas 
studied, presumably due to the similari ty of the watersheds. However, the values of C, 
have been found to vary fro m 0.4 for steep slopes to 8.0 in flat areas. Also values of 
c, range from 0.4 to 0.8, depending on the retention or storage capacity of the basin 
(Chow, 1964). To obtain good estimates of C, and C,, recorded flood hydrographs 
from the study basin should be analyzed. The fo llowing two sections describe 
modifications to the Snyder unit hyd rograph method: the U.S Bureau of Reclamation 
Unit Hydrograph, and the U.S. Corps of Engin eers S-graph method. These include 
changes in the definition and/or the evaluati on of the lag time correlating it with the 
slope, S (ft/mi), of the main channel in addition to (LLQ) as was done in Snyder's 
original wo rk. 
USBR SUH 
Procedure 
In the USBR (Cudworth, 1989) practice, Snyder's equation for the Jag time is 
modified by the introduction of the slope of the longest watercourse of the basin. 
Also, C, which is used in computing Snyder's standard time lag, as shown in Equation 
(25), is estimated as 26 times the average Manning's n value representing the 
hydraulic characteri stics of a drainage basin's drainage network. In the USBR Flood 
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Hydrology Manual, the value of the average n is identified as K,.. The manual also 
defines the lag time differently from the Snyder's lag time. The lag time is defined as 
the time from cen ter of unit rainfall excess to the time that 50% of the vo lume of unit 
runoff from the drainage basin has passed the concentration point. Equation (9) is the 
formula used by the USBR to estimate the lag time. 
By examining different flood hydrograph runoffs from natural basins 
throughout the United States west of the Mississippi River, Cudworth (1989) 
presented dimensionless unit hydrographs and S-graphs fo r different regions in the 
West. To apply these dimensionless unit hydrographs on a study basin, the hydrologic 
homogeneity should exist between the basin under study and the basin from which the 
dimensionl ess unit hydro graph has been developed. Principally, in this study, we used 
the Thunderstorm dimensionless unit hydrograph for the Rocky Mountains. The 
General Storm dimensionless unit hydrograph for the Rocky Mountains is also used. 
Also a Southwest Desert dimensionless unit hydrograph appears to be applicable to 
desert areas of southern Utah, although the USBR (Cudworth, 1989) provides no 
specific gu idance on the area of applicability of this OUH in Utah. 
Practice and app licabili tv 
To aid in determi.oi.og an appropriate lag time, many flood hydrograph 
reconstitutions were examined by the USBR. As a result, different graphs were 
developed relating the basin factor LLJ S0·' to the unit hydrograph lag time determined 
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from the flood hydrograph reconstitution, fo r different values of Kn. These graphs wi ll 
help in establi shing recommended values for the Kn. 
For the Great Plains west of the Mississippi Ri ver and east of the foothi ll s of 
the Rocky Mountains, the Kn values vary from 0.069 to 0.03. Generall y, the upper 
limit reflects greater effects of the overland fl ow, whereas tbe lower limit reflects a 
well-defmed drainage network. 
By examining tbe data representing conditions in the Rocky Mountains, the 
US BR analysts concluded that two types of storm phenomena exist, the low-intensity 
general storm and tbe high-intensity thunderstorm event. For the local storm event in 
the Rocky Mountains region, Kn va lues range from 0.073 to 0.050. For the general 
storm they vary from 0.13 to 0.16. S~l~ction of a value within these lim.its depends on 
tbe character of flow, retarding vegetation in the portions of the basin where overland 
flow wi ll occur in tbe overbank areas, on the characteristics of channel-bed materials, 
and on the extent to which the drainage network has been developed by erosion. 
The conditions in the South west Desert, Great Basin, and Colorado Plateau 
represent arid region, fairly well-defined drainage networks, and rolling terrain. The 
Kn values reflect relatively high hydraulic efficiencies. The values range from 0.07 to 
0.04. 
The effects of selecting different values fo r K. are exarn.ined in the sensi ti vity 
analysis carried on this method. Also , the effect of that selection on the developed 
unit hydrograph is reviewed. 
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The computer code described in Chapter Ill is now used to compute the unit 
hydrograph for the different rep resentati ve Utah watersheds for thi s study. The output 
unit hydrograph is further used as an input to HEC I to compute the PMF based on 
the USBR practice. 
Analytical evaluations 
Uncertainty in unit hydrograph duration . In the USBR practice, the unit 
duration of the synthetic unit hydrograph is calculated to be the lag time divided by 
5.5 and the result is rounded down to the closest 5, 10, 15, or 30 min; or I, 2, 3, or 6 
hr. Using Equation (29), the percentage error in q may be calculated using the 











D'&D the rounded down and the calculated unit duration 
/lq is the percentile error in q estimation. 
Figure 15 shows the percentage erro r in q, when using the approximated unit 
duration instead of using the calculated value. Fro m this figure it can be seen that an 
error of up to 4.2% can occur in the calculation of q due to the rounding of D. 
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Figure 15 . % error in q estimation. 
C Calculations. Snyder's unit hydrograph parameters can be estimated based 
on the USBR unit hydrograph formulas. Substituting in equation (2) the value of V' 
as 26 .89A, where A is the basin area, and the unit duration (D) as ( :~ ) and 




We also know that, as described in Chapter 3, the time axes (tuH) of the USBR 
dimenssionless unit hydrograph are expressed as: 
100 t 
Hence, the time to peak may be expressed as follows: 
Substituting the unit duration (D) as ( :.~) gives: 






Rearranging Equation (24), and substituting the values of (Q.) and (t. ) from 
Equations (30) and (32), respectively, gives: 
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(33) 
By using Equation (33), values of CP for different USBR synthetic unit 
hydrographs are tabulated in Table 13 . 
Except fo r the Rocky Mountain Thunderstorm and the Southwest Desert 
Dimensionl ess unit hydrographs, th e calculated val ues of (C.) tend to fa ll within the 
range of 0.4 to 0.8 reported by Chow (1964) . 
Tabl e 13 . c. Calculation for USBR dimensionless UH 
US BR Uni t Hyd•·ograph t UH p qp c. 
Great Plains 80 j24 10.81 
~ocky Mount. (General) 160 j24 0.61 
!Rocky Mount. (Local) 85 08.4 1.01 
Southwest Desert 80 28.9 0.97 
Sierra Nevada 75 j23 5 0.74 
Urban Basins 80 0 10 67 
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Three basins of the thirty USBR30 database fall in Utah, namely, Rock Creek, 
Uinta, and Green River. Table 14 shows the values of C, calculated for the three unit 
hydrographs. The ave rage value of C, is 0.67, which falls in the recommended range . 
Empirical evaluations 
Using the USBR Thundersto rm Dimensionless UH for the Rocky Mountains, 
we developed unit hydrographs for each of the eight study basins. The unit 
hydrographs were estimated using the Fortran computer code, details of which are 
included in Chapter III, developed specifically for this purpose. A HEC I input data 
file was then created for each basin , and the PMF was estimated using the USBR UH 
Method. Two different sets of HEC I runs were made, each having a differen t K, 
value. The first run has a ~equal to 0.073 , while the second one has a ~ equal to 
0.13 . The time to peak, the peak discharge, and the total volume of the first set and 
the second set are shown in Table 15 and Table 16, respectively . 
Table 14. C, Calculations for Utah USBR30 
USBR Unit Hydrograph t UH p q, c. 
!Rock Creek 50 21 0.44 
!uinta 70 24 0.71 
Green River 90 23 0.87 
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As expected, by just examining Equation (I 0), increasing K, wi ll have a direct 
increase on the lag time, and hence a reduction in the peak discharge. Table 17 shows 
a reduction in percentage when increasing K,from 0.073 to 0.13 . 
Table 15. USBR UH method using K, = 0.073 
Namo Tol!.r) -ds Vol, AC-fl) 
LOYDS LAKEIMONTICEJ.LO 3.5 16184 2811 
SMITH AND MORD!OUSE 3.0 51359 8582 
UTAH POW!R & LIGIIT . El.ECIRIC 3.5 30691 5590 
TilREE CRmCS SEViER\ 3.0 26432 3695 
LITTLEDEJ.L 3.5 23583 4352 
MOUNTAIN DELL 3.0 54137 9499 
BmCHCRmCNO.I 3.5 26891 5698 
Table 16. USBR UH method usmg K, = 0.13 
N"'"" T;; IIU'I l m(cts) Vol. AC-ft 
LOYDS LAKE IMONTICEJ.LO 4.0 8275 2807 
SMITII AND MORD!OUSE 4..1 33044 8628 
UTAH POW!R & LIGIIT - ELECTRIC 5.0 18520 55g'l 
TilREE CRmCS SEVIER) 4.0 11713 37<fl 
LITTLEDEJ.L 4..1 16588 4413 
MOUNTAIN DEJ.L 5.0 31702 9536 
BmCHCRmCNO. I 5.0 16708 5638 
Table 17. Reduction in q, due to increase in Kn - r; (K>-IlD73) r.; (K>-Il.l3) o/, Reduction LOYDS LAKfiMONllCELLO 16184 817l 4891\ 
SMI111 AND MORlllOUSE llll9 3lJ44 lll% 
UTAH POW!l! &L!GIIT- ELEClRIC J0691 IillO l'J.l% 
THREE CRilXS SEVIIR) 16432 11713 lll% 
LITT1IDELL lll83 !6.18S 29.7% 
MOUNTAIN DELL l4!37 3!7Ul 414% 
BIRCHCRilXNO. I 26891 !67Ui 37.9% 
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COE LA Valley S-Graph Method 
Procedure 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1957, p. 99) carried out some 
modifications on Snyder's equation . The definition of the lag time in thi s practice is 
"the elapsed time from beginning of unit rain to the instant that the summation 
hydrograph (S-curve) reaches 50% of the ultimate discharge." This definition is 
identical to the USBR (Cudworth, 1989) definition used for their S-graph method. 
The modified equation for lag time is altered by replacing the slope by tbe Synthetic 
Slope, which is calculated as follows : 
s" (34) 
in which: 
s,. Synthetic slope in ft/mi 
n The number of equal segments 
Slope in ft/ft for each segment. 
Taylor and Schwarz (1952) introduced this synthetic slope after analyzing data 
from 20 watersheds located in the northern and middle Atlantic states (Singh, 1988). 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (1957) established lag relationships by rel ating the 
lag time to the basin factor and as a function of Manning n. Figure 16 shows this 
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relationship . rn the figure , the values of Manning's n starts with n = 0.01 , represented 
by the lowest line. The value of n increases with an increment of 0.01 till it reaches n 
= 0.1 I , represented by the highest line. 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (1957) developed generalized S-graphs for 
thunderstorms over different regions on the western U.S. An interactive program is 
developed by the same office to compute the unit hydrograph for different basins 
based on the appropriate S-graph. 
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Figure 16. USACE lag relationships. 
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In thei r technical report, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (1957, p. I 02) 
outlined that C, is a function of the drainage basin shape, drainage pattern , aod the 
roughness of the stream. They stated that "while LL,/S ' expresses very important 
phys ical features of a drainage basin, it is only and index at best." From their study 
they concluded that the drainage basins that are most adaptable to Snyder's method are 
the '' leaf or fan-shaped drainage areas with one major stem." 
Analytical evaluation 
The PMF esti mates fo r the study basins were computed using the COE method. 
Then, Equation (33) is used to compute C, for those hydrographs, in addition to 
hydrographs usi ng USBR Local and General Sto rms fo r Rocky Mountain. Results of 
the comparison are shown in Table 18. The c, values average 0.59 for the General 
Storm, 0.93 for the Local Storm, aod 0.55 for the COE Method. 
Table 18. C, Values using general storm, local storm, 
aod COE method 
Name CPGeneraJ rei> Local Cp COE 
LOYDS LAKE !MONTICELLO 0 62 0.98 0 52 
SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 044 0.84 0.61 
UTAH POWER & LIGHT - ELECTRIC 0.62 1.00 0.51 
THREE CREEKS SEVIER) 0.61 0 99 0 48 
LITILEDELL 0 60 0.73 0 59 
MOUNTAIN DELL 0 62 0.98 0 53 
BffiCH CREEK NO. I 0 61 0 96 0 61 
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Empirical evaluation 
Utah Wasatch Mountain S-graph. In this study we mainly used the Utah 
Wasatch Mountain S-graph and applied it over some of our basins under study: Smith 
and Moreho use, Utah Power & Light-Electric, and Birch Creek No. l. The computed 
unit hydrograph using this method is then entered as an input to HEC l to calculate 
the runoff hydrograph. Different val ues of Manning's n were used. The peak 
discharge, in cfs, for each value of n is shown in Table 19. From the table it can be 
seen that the peak discharge decreases as the Manning's n increases, since more 
retardation to the flow is assumed. 
Table 19. COE S-graph method for different Manning's n 
DAM Name I qp (n D4 I qp (n=DS 1 qp1n D7 
SMITII AND MORDIOUSE 53797 49844 35446 
UfAH POWIR & LIGHf- ELECTRIC 23834 21114 15877 
BIRCH CREEK NO.I 29269 23215 18259 
Synthetic slope versus average slope. The channel slope is one of the three 
important watershed properties that affect the fl ood hydrograph characteristics. The 
other two are the watershed area and the length of th e longest channel. The channel 
slope relates the rate with which the potential energy of the streamflow is consumed in 
friction losses, turbulence, and kinetic energy (Schul z and Lopez, I 974). The U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (1957) stated that the inclusion of slope has proven to be 
quite important in obtaining good estimates of the lag time. 
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Using the synthetic slope, as defined by the COE in Equation (34) , we 
computed the slopes of all of the study basins. A set of HEC I runs was made using 
the computed synthetic slopes and the USBR Local Rocky Mountains unit hydrograph. 
The output peak discharges were compared with the output peak discharges from 
Table 15 . The comparison is shown in Table 20. The synthetic slope tends to give 
lower peak values. 
Table 20. Comparison between average slope and 
synthetic slope 
Nome (av. S) (sS) % Difference 
LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) 16184 16225 03% 
SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 51359 47802 -69% 
UTAH POWER&: LIGHT . ELECfRIC 30691 21590 -29 7o/. 
THREE CREEKS SEVIER) 26432 20643 -2 19% 
LITILEDELL 23583 19947 - 15 4o/t 
MOUNTAJN DELL 54137 42944 -207% 
BIRCH CREEK NO.1 26891 25581 -4 9'/e 
Clark SUH 
Procedure 
The Clark method is a three-parameter SUH that uses a conceptual model of 
the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH) to define a unique unit hydrograph for a 
basin. The IUH is defined as the hydrograph that results from a rainfall excess having 
a duration that is infinitesimally small. Hence, as the duration of the unit hydrograph 
approaches zero, the flow sequence represents the ourflow from the instantaneous 
application of unit rainfall excess over the catchment. The Clark method uses a 
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concept of a linear channel in series with a linear reservoir. The outfl ow from the 
linear channel represents the inflow to the linear reservoir, and the outflow from the 
reservoir is the IUH. Modeling these two components accoun ts for translation and 
attenuation effects. To model the linear channel component, an area-tim e relationship 
for the basin is used to estimate the time distribution of runoff through the estimation 
of travel time to the outlet. The impact of watershed storage on the translation 
hydrograph is incorporated by ro uting the time-area hi stogram through a hypothetical 
linear reservoir located at the watershed outlet. 
To construct a unit hydrograph using the Clark method, the following three 
parameters are required: 
I ) Time of concentration for the basin (T,) 
2) A sto rage coefficient (R), and 
3) A time-area curve. 
The storage coefficient, R, is a measure of the temporary storage of rainfall 
excess on the watershed. The time-area curve defUles the cumulative area of the 
watershed contributing runoff to the subbasin outlet as a function of time, expressed as 
a proportion ofT, . 
Practice and applicabilitv 
According to the Electric Power Research [nsti tute (1993), the rati o R/(T,+R) 
tends to be approximately constant for hydro logically similar watersheds in a region. 
As this ratio approaches unity, the effect of the temporary storage within the watershed 
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appears to be greater. By using the parameter optimization option of the HEC I , 
estimates ofT, and R may be found _ Since the Clark method is a three-parameter 
technique, numerous combinations of the three parameters could result Yet individual 
parameter val ues could be in error. According to Sabol et al . (1 988), the errors in 
estimating T, and R using the HEC I optimization option may be particularly 
significant if the standard HEC I time-area relation is used_ They therefore 
recommend that one of the three parameters be estimated prior to using the HEC 
optimizati on option. The difficulty in estimating the parameters of the Clark SUH is 
the main drawback in applying the method. Through the analysis of hydrograph data 
from stream gagi ng stations in the study basin , or in hydrologically simil ar watersheds, 
empi ri cal design curves and equations can be developed for estimating R for ungaged 
watersheds. The time of concentration could either be computed using its definition as 
the time from the end of excess rainfall to the point of inflection of the unit 
hydrograph, or using one of the methods described later in this chapter. The R value 
can be calculated, using the inflection point, using the following equation : 
R (35) 






Time of concentration 
Lag Time 































Point of Inflection 
Clark R estimation. 
Time 
Recorded discharge at the point of inflection. 
By defmition, (dq/dt) is the slope of the hydrograph at the point of inflection. 
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Sabol (1988) outlined some difficulties in implementing this method. The first 
difficulty is in accurately determining the point of inflection on a hydrograph from a 
streamgaging station recording chart. He also mentioned the complexity that arises in 
the case of multiple peaks. Analyzing flood hydrographs in western Colorado, Sabol 
developed an empirical, regional ~4ualion for estimating R for ungaged watersheds. 
The equation relates the ratio (T ,IR) to the basin parameter (L 2/ A). 
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From the above equation it can be seen that at a value of L2/A of about 5.3, R 
equals T,; for values of L2/A greater than 5.3, R is greater than T,; and for values of 
L2/A less than 5.3, R is less than T,. Sabol concluded that for long, narrow 
watersheds, storage is more significant than for a more compact, quicker draining 
watershed. 
The estimated values of Rand Tc, rainfall depths and recorded floods values 
are entered as an input to HEC I for the optimization process. A value of the ratio 
R/(T,+R) is computed so that the un.it hydrograph shape is optimized until we have the 
best fit between recorded and simulated flood flow. The computed values of R and T, 
should always be checked against the values estimated from the recorded hydrograph 
recession analysis. If an agreement exists, the value of the ratio R/(T,+R) should be 
kept constant in the hydrograph analysis. The Electric Power Research Institute 
(1993) recommends that if the computed HEC I values, i.e., those obtained from the 
HEC I optimization process, and measured values, i.e., those obtained from the 
hydrograph analysis, are significantly different, both values should be reviewed and the 
calculations verified. EPRI also recommends that the measured values should control. 
Being a three-parameter method, the Clark method has greate r flexibility in 
representing specific watershed conditions. Sabol (1988) indicated that the method is 
particularly valuable for unusually shaped watersheds, such as watersheds with large 
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length-to-width ratios, or for application to watersheds containing several different 
physiographic areas. HEC I provides a generalized time-area curve fo r a generalized-
shape watershed, which can be used as a default time-area curve in cases where such a 
curve is not avai lable. To use HEC I in the case of the unusually shaped watersheds, 
the site-specific time-area curve is recommended, since the deviation from the default 
time-area curve will be considerably large. 
The Electric Power Research Institute ( 1993, p. 8-49) has stated that "since 
the unit hydrograph appears to be relatively insensitive to the shape of this time-area 
curve unless the basin is one with little storage, the automatic generalized curve in 
HEC I can be used." However, EPRI/FERC present no sensitivity study results and 
cite no such studies to support or clarify this statement. Therefore, we have explored 
the sensitivity of the resulting flood hydrograph to the selection of the time-area curve. 
Analytical evaluations 
Using the PMF hydrographs for the study basins, based on using the SCS unit 
hydrograph, we calculated the values of their (TjR) ratios. Equation (35) was used to 
estimate the value of (R), and the time of concentration is estimated using the SCS 
empirical formula, Equation 12, based on a K,=0.073 and, as mentioned earli er, the 
fact that the SCS lag time is 84.2% of the USBR lag time. Table 21 shows the (TjR) 
values. As seen in the table, the values range from 1.35 for Little Dell up to 2.6 for 
Smith and Morehouse, with an average value of 2.14.(2 .27 if the val ue 1.35 is 
excluded). 
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Table 22 sho ws results of (T/ R) fo r the study basin as a result of applying the 
same analysis on the unjt hydrographs produced using the USBR local Rocky 
Mountains synthetic unit hydrograph. The table shows a range of 2 08 to 5.0 with an 
average of 3.54. 
Table 21. (T/ R) using SCS hydrographs 
DAM A(mi"l L(mi k<(mi Lit< L"l LLWA L"llA Tc R TeJR 
I.OIDJ lAKE (MONTICELlO) 11!1 1.~ 111 ~j'f!! ~.1~1 1.~~ 1.111JJ 1.W IJl l.ll 
SMITH AND MOFBlOUSE llY/ 1JI 1@ ll5611 :C(I]I ~9!l4 1JIOO 110 1[11 1.61 
UTAH ro\WR & UOO. FliCTFJC Jill IOJJ m ~]lj IIO.!IDJ 116Jl IOJ1JJ Ul ~~ m 
THP!CFID:S ~EVI~ iJl ~w l.lo 10~ n.~ wn ~.WOO 1.~ ~~ 1[11 
UTTlEO!Jl lo.~ )g'/ 19! JIJm olm 1%'1 1.i100 l.W 1.~ IJl 
MOUNTAIN 0!11 ~fll ,28 ~] ~DIM U.lli4 IOOl ,2800 J.m 131 J.ro 
B!ro!CmKNO.I li.Ol ~] t~ mm U.~ lJIU ~]00 1~ 1.~ 1] 
Table 22. (T/ R) using USBR local storm for Rocky Mountains 
DAM A(mi"l L(mi kl(mi LLca L"l LLWA L"llA Tc R Tc!R 
I.OIDJ !AKE(MONTICill.O) IJ.il 1 .~ 111 ~j'f!! ~.1~1 1.~~ 1 .~ l.W ~56 jfJJ 
SMITH AND MOFBlOUSE llYI 1JI 1@ ll5611 :C(I]I 09!l4 1JI J.m I] 1.~ 
UTAH ro~WR & uoo. rucrruc 112l IOJJ m ~]lj IW.Wl 116] IOJJ 121 IH lil 
THP!CFID:S ~EV~ iJl ~.W w 10~ n.~ uon ~.W 121 ~9! 12~ 
UTTlEO!Jl lo .~ w 19! JIJm olm 1%'1 w J.ro ~@ ~.li 
MOUNTAIN 0!11 ~.00 ~.~ ~] ~.~ U.lli~ IOOl ~28 m o.ol ~.~ 
B~HCmKNO. I liOl ~] ~~ ~Li;l)) U.~ 1JIU ~] 1~ 0.~ ~ru 
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Table 23 shows the results of the same above analysis when carried using the 
USBR General Storm for the Rocky Mountains. As can be seen from the table, the 
values of (T/ R) range from 1.3 to 2.37 with an average value of 1.59 (1.46 if 2.37 is 
excluded). 
Table 23. (T/ R) Using USBR general storm for Rocky Mountains 
DAM A(mi"l L(1111 ! w(1111 Lw L"l Ll.a/A L"l/A Tc R Tr.IR 
lOffil lAKE ~ONTICFllO) 11!1 1 .~ 1.11 ~j'lfi ~~~~ J.~~ ~~ J.~ 1.~ I~ 
SMITH AND MO!lil!OUSE llgJ 151 101 ll~l1 ~.4l11 ijJ!J4 lJI J.m 1.~ 1.4! 
UTAH fi)\VFR & UGHT. illCTruC 112l W51l 1.14 N]JJ IW.!W l.lfm WJJ l2l m 1.~ 
THRHCRFEKS ~~ !9J 4~ 1 JJO WJ®J n_ij(ll UOB 4~ J2l 1.~ IJJ 
UTT!iDFll IMJ 1!1 JJ! 113120 o1m 19:9! 1!1 1.~ 1.00 1.4) 
MOUNT Alli DFll N.OO ']I 4] 4J.~ UJI!4 Will '] J.m 114 JJ/ 
BIOCHCRFEKNO.I l!ijj 'JJI (~ 4L!lll U.«ll JJIU 'JJ 1!11 111 154 
An in crease in the ratio (T/ R) indicates lesser storage effects. That is the case 
of th e USBR local storm when compared to the USBR general storm and the SCS 
SUR. So for the same basin but "~th different storm types, we have different storage 
ratios. That refl ects the li mitation of the unit hydrograph technique in dealing with 
high flows, since the linearity assumption will not hold in these cases. 
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Empirical evaluations 
Default time-area curve. The basic HEC 1 run using the Clark method was 
carried assuming that the storage coefficient (R) is equal to the time of concentration 
(T,), and using the default time-area curve. Table 24 shows the results of the basic 
HEC l run. 
Table 24. Clark SUH method 
DAM TD Chr) oo (crs Vol. AC-ft) 
LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO 4.5 7454 28 10 
SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 40 22131 8207 
UTAH POWER & LIGHT - ELECTRIC 4.5 12491 5403 
TilREE CREEKS SEVIER 4.0 12094 3722 
LriTLEDELL 4.5 11313 4298 
MOUNTAIN DELL 4 5 26255 9748 
BIRCH CREEK NO. I 5.0 11604 5352 
Site specific time-area curve. Different portions of the watershed contribute to 
the runoff at the outlet at different times, due to their different travel times. A time-
area curve displays this relationship between the runoff travel time and the portion of 
the watershed having that travel time to reach the outlet Figure 18 shows such a 
time-area curve. Lines joining points on the watershed having equal travel times to 
the outlet are known as isochrones. 
There are many time-area methods that are found in the literature, most of 
which are empirical formulas. Singh (1988) outlined three methods to construct the 
time-are curves. The first method consist of computing the time of concentration T, 
using an appropriate method, and then dividing T, by a suitable time interval. By 
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Figure 18 . Time-area curve. 
using thi s time interval , isochrones are constructed on the watershed map. Areas 
between the different isochrones are computed and plotted against the accumulated 
time intervals . The second method is the dimensionless time-area diagram, which is 
due to Laurenson (1964). This method is based on the assumption that the travel time 
for any element of area is approximately proportional to the sum of (LIS'" ), where L 
and S are the length and slope of any reach of the flow path, respectively, and the 
summation is performed along the flow path from the point in question to the 
watershed outlet. The time axis is expressed as a percentage of the time of 
concentration and the contributing areas may also be expressed as percentages of the 
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entire basin area. The third method is the average velocity method, which was 
developed by U. S. Soil Conservation Service (USDA 1985), and is based on 
computing the length of flow and average velocity of flow. 
We have applied the second method in thi s study. The results of the site 
specific time area curves are shown in Appendix (D). We then run the basic HEC 
input file using Clark method, but adding the site specific time-area curves developed 
for the study basins. The comparison between the two runs is shown in Table 25 . 
Table 25 . Comparison between the default and the 
si te specific time-area curves 
Name qp! (c rs QP2 C[S) DIITerence •/o 
LOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO 7454 8520 14 .3% 
SMl'rn AND MOREHOUSE ?.2111 22383 11% 
UTAH POWER & LIG!IT • ELECTRJC 12491 12507 0.1% 
rnREE CREEKS SEVIER) 12094 12936 7 00/o 
LITTLE DELL 11313 11502 1.1% 
MOUNTAIN DELL 26255 24506 ·61% 
BIRCH CREEK NO I 11604 12247 55% 
in the above tab le: 
q.' Peak discharge usi ng the HEC 1 default time-area curve. 
qp' Peak discharge using the site-specific time-area curve. 
From the table, we can see that using the default time-area curve from HEC 
may underestimate or overestimate the peak discharge. Underestimation of up to 
14.3% was found for Loyds Lake and overestimation of up to 6. 7% was found for 
Mountain Dell. We also measured, for each study basi n, the difference between the 
default HEC I time-area curve and the site specific one at the point when 50% of the 
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area contributes to the flo w. We considered that difference to be representative of the 
deviation of the site specific time-area curve from the default one. We plotted thi s 
difference against the difference in peak di scharge from Table 25 . The results are 
shown in Figure 19. 
IJEC 1 TA V!! Sile·SnecificTA 
~ 5.00%+---------~---------+---------1~~------t-------~ 
i 
~ 0.00%+---------~--_;;._ __ -+---------1----------t-------~ 
Figure 19. Effect of deviation from the default time-area curve. 
The figure sho ws that as the deviation of the site-specific time-area curve, from 
the default HEC I time-area curve, increases, the difference in the estimated peak 
di scharge also increases in return . 
Sensitivitv on Rand T. Clark SUH is then utilized using tlie site-specific 
time-area curve. The sensitivity on T, and R is tested by taking different values for 
one of them while keeping the other constant. Different values of T, and R are 
combined and the peak flow is estimated for every combination. Table 26 shows three 
different values of the peak di scharge q/ . q,'. and q,' correspond to values of R = T" 
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R = 0.5 T" and R = 1.5 T, , respecti vely , while keeping the time of concentration 
constant at a value equal to T" as originally estimated by Equation 12. The results are 
also shown graphically in Figure 20. 
Table 26. qP Using different R values 
DAM I aol (crs) ao2 (cfs) ao3 (cfs) 
LOYDS LAKE !MONTICELLO) B520 12822 6299 
SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 22383 32259 12922 
UTAH POWER & UGHr- ELECTRIC 12507 178JB 9455 
THREE CREEKS SEVIER) 12936 19417 9855 
UITLEDELL 11502 16678 8805 
MOUNTAIN DELL 24506 32872 19018 
BIRCH CREEK NO 1 12247 18000 9179 
Another set of HEC ·1 runs was made by keeping R constant at a value equals 
to T, , and changing the time of concentration t,. Table 27 shows three different 
values of the peak discharge q•', q/ . and q_' correspond to values oft, = T" t, = 0.8T" 
and t, = 1.2T, respectively, in which T, is tbe originally used time of concentration. 
Table 27. qP using different t, values 
DAM# I aol (cfs) ao2 (cfs) I ao3 cfs 
LOYDS LAKE !MONTICELLO) 8520 8648 8415 
SMITH AND MOREHOUSE 22383 23519 21299 
UTAH POWER & LIGHT- ELECTRIC 12507 13471 11777 
THREE CREEKS SEVIER 12936 13654 1273 I 
LlffiEDELL 11502 11938 11110 
MOUNTAIN DELL 24506 26295 22905 
BIRCH CREEK NO 1 12247 12469 11300 
9 1 





Figure 21. Peak discharges for different t, values. 
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By comparing Figure 20 and Figure 21 , it seems that the fl ood bydrographs 




SUMMARY, CONCLUS IONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ln this study we tried to evaluate the SUH techniques for Utah PMF 
determinations. In Chapter II, we introduced the PMP and the PMF definitions and 
the general procedure of determining each for Utah watersheds. We have limited our 
work to considering floods resulting from the local storm PMP, since for most Utah 
reservoirs the watershed areas are small enough that the local storm PMP is considered 
the critical storm in PMF determination. However, the general sto rm PMP is also 
used in this study tu estimate the PMF in situations where we were checking whether 
the estimation of some unit hydrograph parameters would yield common values for 
Utah watersheds or not. For example, in Chapter IV, we were estimating the value of 
the Snyder's c. for the general storm PMP, as well as for the local storm PMP. The 
storm temporal distribution used is the U.S Army Corps of Engineers EM Ill 0-2-
1411 . 
In this study we in troduced the basis for a fully automated PMF modeling 
system, the components of which are detailed in Chapter III. Except for the soi l data 
base, all of the system components were developed in this study for a single basin. 
The proposed system demonstrates the implementation of the GIS to provide inputs for 
PMF hydrologic modeling. The GIS was used to estimate the physical parameters of 
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the study basins and aid in determining the loss rates and different time parameters of 
the watersheds. 
In Chapter IV, we reviewed the basic principles of the unit hydrograph theory 
and outlined the basic assumptions, the limitations, and the advantages and the 
disadvantages of the method. We also reviewed the concept of the synthetic unit 
hydrograph. We evaluated the SCS UH, the Snyder's UH, and the Clark UH. The 
USBR UH and the LA Valley-S Graph were analyzed as current practice of Snyder's 
UH. Our evaluations of these synthetic unit hydrographs generally examined the 
procedure, the practice, and applicability of each unit hydrograph . 
Conclusions 
General conclusions 
A comprehensive search of Utah streamflow and precipitation records showed 
that there is a lack of suitable severe event data for flood hydrograph reconstructions. 
This limited the scope of our study to an intercomparison of SUH techniques. We had 
originally hoped to derive site-specific unit hydrographs and possibly regional 
dimensionless unit hydrographs for Utah. 
A somewhat disturbing finding was that original flood reconstructions, which 
were the basis of the derivation of the Snyder, SCS, and USBR synthetic unit 
hydrographs, could not be found either in the literature or agency files . This placed us 
in a position of not having a detailed understanding of the events, unit hydrograph 
derivation procedures (including adjustments), and, in the case of the SCS SUR, even 
the locations of the events upon which they were based. This limited our ability to 
assess the applicability of these methods and to explain their relative performance. 
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The literature contains a wide range of recommended limits on basin areas that 
would be expected to yield acceptably accurate results when app lying SUH techniques. 
Due to the nonlinearity of larger floods, unit hydrographs for very large flood s 
wo uld be expected to result in higher peak flows and shorter time to peak than those 
for smaller floods. Little work has been done on adjusting unit byd rograpbs derived 
from more frequent events to rep resent very rare large floods . 
PlVIF modeling system including use of GIS 
A computer program for obtaining probable maximum storm characteristics for 
river basins in the eastern U.S. (HMR 52 by the U.S.Army of Corps of Engineers, 
1984) was modified to obtain the PMP specified by the ational Weather Service in 
HMR 49 (Hansen, Schwarz, and Riedel , 1977) for Utah Pl'vfF determinations. 
GIS procedures proved to be a very effi cient and flexibl e means for obtaining 
rainfall-runoff model inputs. However, becoming familiar with the GIS procedures 
and databases, and developing and testing the necessary codes do require a significant 
initial investment of effort, which may not be justifi ed unless more than a few Pl'vfF 
studies are to be undertaken. 
Basi n boundaries, which are delineated using GIS procedures, should always be 
carefully checked against topographical maps. Parti cular care should be taken to 
accurately locate the basin or subbasin outlet and to check boundaries in flat areas. In 
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ihe latter case we found that a problem can often be traced to the incorrect delineation 
of the stream channels. 
SCS SUH 
The SCS SUH is the simplest of the SUH techniques to implement. It only 
requires estimation of the time to peak. However, this advantage is also a weakness 
because the SCS SUH does not include additional parameters which, when properly 
estimated, would make it more representati ve of conditions in a specific basin. The 
ease of use of this technique, combined with its availability in the HEC 1 rainfall-
runoff model , has lead to its widespread use for Utah PMF determinations. 
Eighty-seven percent of the dimensionless unit hydrographs in the USBR30 
database were found to have equivalent peak factors (K) less than the standard value 
of 484 assigned to the SCS SUH and used in the HEC 1 rainfall-runoff model. The 
average K value for the 29 DUHs was 366. This may indicate that the SCS SUH 
overestimates peak flows for conditions typical of those in Utah. Again , it is 
acknowledged that we did not have detailed info rmation on the events upon which the 
USBR30 DUHs were based, or the procedures that were followed to derive them. 
However, since the SCS SUH was derived based on events all over the U.S., it may 
not be surprising to find that it overestimates peak flows in the semiarid western U.S. 
NEH-4 (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1985) limits the app licability of the 
SCS SUH to areas not exceeding 100 square miles . For basins exceeding this upper 
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limit, division of the basin into subbasins is recommended. These restrictions on basin 
size do not always appear to be adhered to in Utah PMF determinations. 
Snyder SUR 
Snyder was probably the first to develop a synthetic unit hydrograph approach 
based on relationships between physical geometry of the basin and unit hydrograp h 
paramete rs. His approach forms the basis for both the USBR and USACE procedures. 
These app roaches have now replaced the ori ginal Snyder formulation , whi ch was 
developed based on a study of 20 Appalachian watersheds, and did not use the 
principal channel slope to estimate lag time. 
The general practice of estimating the unit duration of the synth etic unit 
hydrograph by dividing the lag time by 5.5 emerged from Snyder's o ri ginal wo rk in 
the Appalachian Mountain region . The appropriateness of this val ue for arid and 
semiarid regions such as Utal1 does not appear to have been evaluated and, according 
to Singh (1982), depends on drainage area and other facto rs. 
The c, val ues range from 0.44 to 0.62 with an average of 0.59 for the USBR 
Rocky Mountains general storm OUR; and range fro m 0.73 to 1.00 with an average of 
0.93 for the USBR Rocky Mountains local storm OUR. The tendency for the local 
storm to produce higher peaks is consistent with the higher val ues of C,. 
USBR SUB 
The USBR SUR method is an adaption of Snyder's SUB method in which the 
lag time is related to watershed slope, and C, is replaced by watershed roughness, K., 
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in the expression for determining lag time. The USBR provides recommended ranges 
of values for Kn for general storm and local storm conditions in the Rocky Mountains. 
Th e 78% increase in the value of Kn associated with changing from the local storm to 
the general storm value reduced the peak di scharge by an average of 42% for the 
seven study basins. However, care should be exercised in basing the assignment of K. 
purely on the distinction between gene ral and local storms. For example, Bowles and 
Yangipuram ( 1994) argued that thi s distinction did not apply to a PMF determination 
for the Logan River in northern Utah because the riming of the critical general storm 
(June) and the cri ti cal local storm (July or August) is similar and therefore surface 
runoff conditions, as represented by Kn, wo uld not be expected to be significantly 
different. 
The eq ui valen t SCS SUH peak factors (K) for the three USB R dimensionless 
unit hydrographs that apply to Utah were found to be 387 for general storm Rocky 
Mountains, 648 for the local storm Rocky Mountains, and 621 for the southwestern 
desert. These results are independent of Kn. For the general storm Rocky Mountain 
case thi s result is very similar to the average value obtained for the USBR30 DUHs. 
For the other two cases the high K values indicates that higher PMF peak flows would 
be obtained from using USBR SUHs than wo uld be obtained from the SCS SUH. 
Since there is some evidence that the SCS SUH yiel ds high estimates of peak flo ws, it 
wo uld therefo re follow that the USBR SUH also results in high estimates. 
The USER-recommended practice for rounding down the calcul ated value of 
the unit duration can result in overestimates in PM:F peak discharge rates of up to 
4.2%. 
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Th e USBR dimensionless unit hydrographs yielded a C, average value of 0.8, 
which is the extreme limit for the range suggested by Chow. However, the average c. 
val ue for USBR Utah unit hydrographs is 0.67, which still falls in the recommended 
range. 
USACE S-graph method 
On average the peak di scharge is reduced by 14% when using the synthetic 
slope, as defin ed by the COE practice, rath er than the average slope. 
Clark SUR 
The Clark SUR has greatest flexibility amongst the methods that we examined 
for representing specific watershed conditions since it uses three parameters, including 
a time-area curve. 
Deviation of the site-specific time-area curve from the default curve in HEC 
leads to errors in the peak flow estimate. In the case of negative skew associated 
wi th long-shaped basins, peak flows were underestimated by up to 14% when the 
default curve was used. For posi ti ve skews associated with peardrop-shaped basins, 
overestimates of up to 10% were found. For general ized basin shapes the site-specific 
time-area curve was similar to the default curve; however, use of the default curve in 
thi s case resulted in an overestimate of almost 7%. These differences are probably 
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large enough to justify the preparation of site-specific time-area curves. This fmding 
appears to be consistent with the statement by Electric Power Research Institute {1993, 
8-49) that "the unit hydrograph appears to be relatively insensitive to the shape of thi s 
ti me-area curve un less the basin is one with little sto rage .. " since Utah basins would 
be expected to have relatively little sto rage. 
Sabol (1988) found a linear relation between the Rand L'/A for Colorado 
watersheds. Our study basins also appeared to fo llow a linear relation, but wi th a 
positive slope rather than the negative slope found by Sabol. In both cases the sampl e 
of watersheds was quite small. 
Electric Power Research Institute {1993) suggested that a RI(T,+R) (or 
equi valently T/ R) tends to be constant for hydrologically similar watersheds in a 
region . For our study, basins val ues ofT/Rare simi lar for the US BR general sto rm 
DUH an d the SCS DUH cases, but somewhat higher for the USBR local sto rm DUH 
case. 
Due to its fl exibili ty, the Clark SUH is an attractive technique. However, the 
dependency of the Clark method on calibration of the parameters R and t, is 
problematic given the usual lack of suitable data for calibration. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that, in the absence of suitable events for site-specific 
development of unit hydrographs, the USBR SUH techniques be used, but that careful 
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consideration be given to the appropriateness of the use of local storm K. values for 
Utah local storm PMFs. 
If adequate data exist for calibration of the Clark SUH parameters Rand t" 
then site-specifi c time-areas curves should always be derived. 
Use of the SCS SUH is not recommended for subbasins exceeding I 00 square 
miles in area. Also, use of the fixed value of K=484, contained in HEC I, cannot be 
recommended for Utah. 
The PMF Modeling System, which has been initiated in thi s study, should be 
further developed by adding capabilities such as processing STATSGO database; 
handling subbas ins; incorporating new Utah PMP procedures proposed by Dr. D . T. 
Jensen, Utah State Climato logist; improving the linkag~ of system modules; and 
creating user documentation and interfaces. 
As an extension of the use of distributed data inputs, we suggest that the use of 
distributed rainfall-runoff models, for use by practitioners in Utah PMF determinations, 
should be explored. These models would more fully use the spatially distributed 
information con tained in topograph.ic, soils, and vegetation databases, and accessed 
through GIS techniques. In thi s study these databases were used on ly to obtain 
I umped basin parameters. Distributed models also hold the potential for providing a 
more acc urate representation of physical runoff generation processes than the currently 
used I umped parameter models, such as HEC I. 
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Utah Vegetation Codes by Cover-type 
. . . Ut~ vegetation. code3 by cover-t-jpe. Cove:-·T-JPe categories ~e listed by 
prtr..c~ple speoes wh..icn defioe t.!:le cover-I:'J'Pe. Landscape scale cover·t'f'Pe mappmg includes 
many prevalent primary associated. species which. C3.C. substantially occur as pa....-t of' the cover-
t"'.rpe in localized are:J.S. This is not intended to be a complete species list, but rather a.c. 
overriew of' the most common species associated with e:1ch cover-type. General descriptions 
of each cover-type are in bold t-JPe. Cover-types are listed in numeric order- of codes as found 
in the digital data set. 
1. WA'IER . Open water 
2. SPRUCE-FIR- Conifer fore.-1: principally doa:U.natad .by eo=bin..ation.s of .pr'Uee Pic~o •n,.Znso.nnii 
a.ad Pie•a. pun goo• az:zd •ub-..IpU::t.a f"1r Abi... la.i.oeOI'IIo• 
?~-2:""<~' :auoe!.ated t:-ee soe~u i:l.c:!uda lodr-epole P:.ntu c:on..!.or--a., wb..it.a fir Abiu eoru:oltJr, dolli' f: 
p,,tu:Jouuga tr~r~ii, l.i::1.bar- pUle i'inu.~ t1d..liJ a.c.d br:..sUecor:.e j)i=.e P:.ruu or_,t.o:.a. 
3. PONDEROSA PTI'I"E · Conifer forefft. pd.n.,ipally dom.inat.ed by pondeJ:Oea pin• Pinu.• porulcro..:~­
P:O: .. curv anociated !:11e ao~e• :.Cdude pi::yac.P:ruu t:dulU or P:.mu m.an.tJph:yUa, jw::Uper Jullipa-.u ~pp . , 
•b.ite fir Abi.£3 etJru:olar ac.d dour fir PuudoUU~CJ. rrw~~ii. · 
4. LODGEPOLE .. Conil•r- fo~:•~ prizl.e~ip-.lly dom.hu.ted b,.. Jod,-.pol• Pinu.• contorla.. 
P:-i:::luv anod.ated. ~· uMd.u i::elud• apruee P:..ct:G 4ft6t:lnvznni.i a.c.d. aubalplne fir Ab~ Wi4C4Fj1a . 
5. MO~'T.Am FIR .. Coili!ero for .. t principally dom..inAt.ed by oombina.tion.a o( wb.ite fir Ab'-r• eon.c:ol.o r 
and doug> fir Ps~douugca mwnzi••il. 
Primuv auociated tT&e apeciu include poc.ddn)U pin11 Pin:u Port.c!era.ra, pic.yoc. Pinu.r ~uli.s or Pinu.t 
mcnophyli4, apruea P.~a t:"'tlm.an.n.ii and P£cea pung«ru and aubalpin~ fir Abia lcuioC1C117a. 
S. JUNIPER • Coni!a~r {ore~ prin.,ipa.lly dom..i.nae.d by ja.n.ip.r Junlpn-ru acopu.loru""-? Junip......u• 
""'""''P.-r71'14 and Ju.rt~;Hru• o•l•o•p.-rrno. 
P!"'imarr ... od..a.t.od t:- to~es incluC.a pb.yuc. P:..nt.U cr:!u/£4 or P.:.n:u m.ar.oph:yllc and mou.c.t.ain 
mahogany Co-eocru-pu.t Wdifoliu.:r . 
Primarv auoci2ted ab.rub soeciu induda ,.iebnllh Ar-4m:da .1pp. and bl2.abruab. Colaoa:YD.• 
r.a.cotilei=:.a.. 
7, PINYON .. ConiCer {on.t pri.z:aoipall:r dom..i.a.at.d by pi.n;yon Pirtua tu!uU. or Pinua Jn.Onopla:yUo.. 
P'!"'i!:::::!.arv a .. ociaed !:ree •oec!u i::::.dud• ju.ciper JurUpc-.u spp., po::::.de:-oaa pU:a P:...ruu por..c£cro.a, wh.il:e 
fir AbU, eoi'\C:llDr , doui' ii: P~~~~uga rrwn--~ii. . · 
P:-ica.."""' auoci2.ted ah.. .. Jh aoeei~t i::::.cll.lde oak QUC"C".u zambciii. a.o.d sa;ebn.11h Ar-~rn.i.Jc ' Pi'·· 
8. PINYON..JUNIPER • Coa.i!ar !orert principally oo-domin.t•d. by pinyoa. Pinu.• •dul U or Pio.u• 
:moaophylla and ju.nip•r Juni;Hru• •eopul.orurn, Junip4!:ru• m.ono•p•nno a.nd Junip,.-u• 
oat•o•P•""'o.. 
P:-iclarr ... odated t:-l!e 1oec~11' i::!.cluda c:.ount.a.in =:.a.hoi'2n7 Ccrr:occ'?u..t lt:c!i{oliu.. 
P:-imuv a .. oci2.ted 11-.t'Ub toeciu i::.eluda ugebru..h.Ar~mi.sc Jpp. 
9. MOUNT.AIZ'{ M.A.HOGA.i.'IY .. Foretrt principally doa:U..nated by mount.a.in. m.ahop.JJ.y C4rcocorpu.J 
l..di(oliu•. 
P!"'imarv anociat11d ' oecies include o:Uc. Qu.ere:u zambciii., jun.iperJ~;.nip t.r-~ "PP· and upbrush.Arumi.sa 
•PP ·· 
10. ASPEN • Oa.,iduous forelft prino ipa.lly dom.i.nae..d by qu.ak.inar aspen p,pulua tr.mul.oid ... 
P~...:l;trl' u•ociatad. conifer to•e!u i::elud• •pn..tc:•; Pi.ct:a cngclmar..r.i:. a..'1.d. P~t:C pu.ngcru, fu-; Abi-43 
{a,.,i.,carpa, .-l.bi~" eor..color acd. PJcu.dou~a mc~uii, and pir.e; ?-Jt:u eon!Or-'..c :and Pi.nUo.~ pon.d.n-onJ. 
Pric:u .. rv •uoe!at11d 1h.."'Ub · i.adud.• •cowber.-f Sym.oi-..o r-~::.r;:o.J .1pp . a..'ld urriubar.-.r 
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11. OAK· D.aiduoull .bruh!IL.Ild pri.oe~ipally doaUz:t.ated by pmbel o...k Qucrcu• 11a.m.b«lii, p-..J..m 11 f" o-.J.c 
Qu•rc:u• ch,.,.•olilpi•, wca.vylea! oa.k Qucrcu• un.dulato and 11hru..b live ooo.k Qu•reu• turbin...llo , 
P:-imarr •ncci::ated ~hrub Hlec:ie• i.nc:lude c:u.ple Acer pundid~n.ta.~am ;L.Qd •ar~:bn.uh. Artecciaa •pp .• 
?rimarv :~nociatad t:-sl!l ICI!ciea i.nc:lude juniper jurtijur fpp., pinyon Pi.ntu •pp., t~oadnou. pine Pi.n4.1 
;orui.ua•a, .up•n Populu.~ :remuloit:Lu a.::.d ~~u~t.Un :n;iliog"::a..o.y c~n:acarpu.~ led.iioli.ou.r. 
12. i'rL\PLE ~ Doe<~iduo•u •h..nlhi.~:L.Ud priu.oip..Uy dol:l1.i.zuo.t•d by bigtooth mapl• Ac:•r zran.didt~n.tahl.m.. 
?r.:-3.r"t auoci::al:ad •~'----ub •o-ec in i.-:clud' oak Q~Urcu.$ •PP· ao.d U.;t"brt:sh A.r'....:mUa 11pp.. P:O::l:lar, 
11no<:iated t:"Se sceeies i.~dude :'Odcy cou.ntlin capl• Aecr- zlai:Jr..t.:n and aapea. Populcu tl"cmu.Laidu. 
lJ. MOUNTAIN' SHRUB • D-oiduou11 •h.ruhlaud priaoipal.J.y dom.i..aated by alder t...t taOt.U:J.ta.i.D, 
JD&hOPDJ'" c~eO.:ar;J'- men toto.u • • ol.iftr.o- Co~i.o mcnca.no, bltt.erbru.tb.Pur7lt.i.G trid•rUatg, 
-l"Vie~eb.rry Anwlon..dai•r utah•n•i4 •ad Ana. lane lain-- calnifoli.a, bu.okhru•b. C•a.notluu 'PP-. 
.,hokeoherry Prunu. r~ir;ri.nUJna, auowberry Syrnph.oricarpo• •PP ·o poi.ncl•a.l D:~.An.zaD.ita 
Areto.taphyUle pung.,._. ~d bearberry .Areto•taph7l41 ucoo-ursi.. 
P~arv auodatad ah.rub acec:u Lr.dud• .. ,.bnuh.Ar-4m£,a •pp .• oUQtu:ro:~ ~pp. a.c.d ::laple.Ao:er lpp .• 
P:-:..oarv uaociated t:-e• toedea icduc!.a upea Populcu trunu./4idu. 
14. SAGEBRUSH - Sh.nUJl&Dd prinoip..Uy doml:tua.t.cl by his: -~r•hnuh A.rUmUo trid.6n.tata, 
bl.aok -~r•bru.ah A.rt~io nocoo, Jo...,. .. gebnuh Art~i.a arbu.cula or rilver ... gebrw~h 
A.rtnni.o c:ana-
Primlll"T usociated tree tO!Jcies include juni?er juniper.LJ lpp ., pinyoapin.u,., lpp ., =aunt.3.i.c. =:~.:Lb.o~y 
Cueocar;11u Luli{ol~ ..ad poc.denna pice .PinZQ port.d.c-ota. 
P:-ima.rv usod.a.tad 1h.:·ub 1t1ecie1 include nbbitbnub. Cil..ry110tJ.-4mll~ •pp., nak.e'll'led Gu~rrc::::::..a 
1aro:Anu, wi.nterfa.t C.cra:oid.d lo.~. ab.a.dacale A.."T"i.plo: conft:rri(oli.a, a..c.d bitt.erbruab. P'W"7hi.a 
tr~/'l.t4tc. 
16. SAG.EBRUSRIPERENNIAL CRASS - Co-dom..i.nat.. -~rehru•h eb.ru.bl.ancl and p.r-a.u.ial 
era .. land. 
Pr_'"ldole ah.-t1b •oeci81 i::l.dude ng1:bru'h A.r..4:rru~•a tr.cU~ . Ar.oni:ta noua or Ar'..4:rnila a:zno:. 
P:-inciole mu aoeci:e1 in.c:Lude bluebu.nc!l l"'heatr-:aaa J..cropyron Jp ic::t:un, aandhW"i' b[u~ .. Poa 
,ecu.n.d4, created 'll'heat:gn" Agropyron cr,.,~:un. aeedler.u• Sti;;a comc:a:, •and d..-opued. Sporobolcu 
t:ryp~rv:!.ru3, blue ~ Bout<low::. ~..u., , thurbers aecd!er.:ua Sripa U..urbU:..::M, wecf:er:l 
wbeatgrauAgrop]'J"''n .somi.:Aii, i:c.d.ia.n ricer-au Or;r-opN h"fi'M.llOid.u l.::l.d J'ailet:a. HiL::r'..aja.muii. 
A..•oeiated prbcioal 1b.rub a~d.es ic.clude rabbithn.ub Chry~tJo.am~ ,S'pp., bitterbnub. PfJ.nit.i.4 
l:rU:Lti'J.t4:a: I.Jld oak QU<ro:tU 1pp .. 
Auociated or.ncipal mu •oeo:iu include chu.t;r-u• Brorncu t~::orum. 
16. GRASSl.A&."ii ·- Per.nnial a.nd L11.1:1Ual p:-u•la.a.cU:. 
P~'"lciole oeren...Ualvu• soeciu U:dude blue bunch wheatr-'a .. Agropyron Jpic:a:-..rm, •a.c.OUrfblueg-ru• 
Poa ueu.n.da, ~:re1ted wbeatr.au Azropyron c:r'~:a.:um, b .. in. wild:-Je Elymtu cirwrw.J, p.lleb Hil4.r:.a 
ja~ii, naed!er:-a .. Sri.pa com.c:o;, u.nd d:opaud Sporoboltu cryp~rv:ir~. blue g-nm::u • .Eou:e/ot;a 
graci.Zi4, thu.rben needlepu Sripa :Aurber.o.fl4, We1tar:1 ..-he•t~au Agro_ayT"On .sorni:Aii, aqui.~·lt:a.U 
Sitcn.ion hy.~tr..:: and indian rio:e;T:au 0fY%op~U hyrrur:ru:Jidu. 
Principle annual rnu moeciu include cbut;r-211 Bromu.~ Ue~or..;m, 
Pl'i.m:a!"''' auocia!:4!d alvub IP<!o::e• include ug1bru1h Ar'~mi.u4 .sopp., •hadtc:ale A:ri;;l.u cort{cr.i(olia , 
tT•••oWQod Saro:obatu.~ vcrmic:ui.a~I.U and C':'so1ote Larrea :r-:d.n:a:a. 
Primar.r ueociated ~:-ee aoec-iu ic.ciude juniiler Jur.ipcr"'.LL Jpp .. 
17. AI.PI!'I"E- IDgh elevation tu..nd.ra Vlilg'Ot.atio a , i.c.olud.i.ug &r•••••• !orb•, ..dgu -.nd 1hrub1. 
P~-"l.ciole moecies i::dude alpbe avec.s W:lm ro:ui.i, sedg"e!l Care= .sopp., tu~~d b.ai:- 4-:1u 
DucA.ampM c~~3pi.:o~a . Fa~:.JJ:~ auin.a, Koelcr:C: c-',.,~!a;. Tr'-:~c.-..::r. .Jpi.e:::::tm, Silc-..4: ccca!U, Pcror.7ch.ia. 
puluino:!a., Arer.cr4 obtu.silobc, Tr:.;o li.am n.anun:, Kobn:.Jic rr.yaJ!UTI~3, P~l:rton:un. OU:.or-..ai.d.:J, 
Er.Qphcr'J.m dtami:uan.W and .,..;Jlow So.!U: ~pp .. 
Prima.rv auociat.ed aoeciet i.ndudo sn.;elcann 1pruc:o Pi.cea CT~.~~t:lmanni.i (k..--u.m.mho{:). 
18. DRY MEADOW. H .. rbao•oua d,r;y m.•ado-, L:..Qlu.di.o.!r m.o.t.ly !o.r:ba and gra••••· 
Pr..ncipal (o rb soeciu ic.dud" yarrow &hilUa mill.tfolium, d~delion Tara=ctun offici.oale, richardson'• 
J"!!racium. rich4rd.ronii, penat.oc:l.on•pp., mule•ears W)'~hic omplc:ieauli-4, golden ut.or Ch.rJ•opi.. 11iU0110 
ar."~:~W!eafbalaamroot BaUam.orh.i.=o :uzg:..:t.::lt.a, h.awkhi~ Ago•vi.4 pu.mila, lark..! pur Dclphi.rV.u.m app. a..ad 
1earlet i"Jia pu.id!.dL:J. 
Principal mu •pec-ie• indud• w~••ta.auA&rop;rron app ., c. .. d!•!r-'u S'"'-po 11pp, t'..=.othyPhleum. app,, 
poa't jlOG 11pp., tpikt t:r" .. utw::. apccatu.m and toce udgu CfUc:::: app .. 
. P~arr uaociat.ed 1hrub tQeciee ir.e!uc:!<1 tagei:or·lub. Ar'..cmU.ia #pp., n.bbit bnuh Chryaoth.am.n~U 
u~cU:J.ii1cr~, cinquefoil Poun~.ll4 {r-~~•a, •cowbtu'':""/ S)'mph.orio:Jr;;o~ •PP· a.Ad older-ber-'7 Sam.bw:~ 
ceruUa. 
19. WET MEADOW. Wat•n• -.t:urae..d mea.dow-o~, iuolu.d.i.ult mo.t.ly &%"1U-•• !orb•, ..dge• a.nd rt:u~be•. 
Princitlt~ •oeciu U:u::lude 1~d&'81 Care: app., :"'.uh.- Juru:'lf" 1pp., r-~dgn .. u Cal4rncgro~.., 1pp. , timothy 
PhU.um app., alpina poa app., hair;rua De3ch.amp'i.c eUpiuuc, willowher-b Epilobi.um. app .. , cinquefoil 
Pountilla. 1pp. aaxifrag-e Saz:ifraga •pp., et.:. 
Pr.mL""7 auoci.atad S'OIIeiee U:dude ,.,;now Saliz .1pp., hon•J"'Iuekle Lanieua app. and wa~r bi.-eh. Bdul.a 
•PP-
21. L ODGEPOLE/ASPEN • Col1i!el:"·D<eaid~:toa. !oren with prio.oipalJ..r r.od~tepole .Pinue con.tcrlo 
dom.i.h.ate or oo-doaU.n..nt -ith a.p<ao. Populu. tr.rn.uloi.J..e. 
22. PONDEROSA PIN'EIMOUNTAIN SHRUB - Con..if•r !oren: or woodl.:C.d with priz:u:Jipally Pond...ro-. 
pine Pinu• poruknuo dom.i.n.atel-eoaiate or oo-dorn..i.a.ae. with mo1U1tain ahruh a. 
Principia mountain shrub .uaociata apecies include man::&cit..a~..c.,taphJ'lo" •pp., bit"..orbm•b.. PUI"".Jir.i4 
:r:..dt!NGt4, oak Q~UTCtU 1am.bclil, •now~t:7 Symph.or~• •PP. aod o:urlle.af :nou.c..tai.::l.. :nahop.lly 
C~u.. kdi(oliw. . 
Primarr u1ociatad tree 1oeciea ineludeju.niperjun.ipenu lpp .. pinyonpiruJ..tapp., whit. f:.rAhiueonocolor 
and doug- fir PJcu&luuca m.4nziuii. 
Priz:na.rT aiiiOci.at.ed ar.rub I'OIIeiell&g'l:lbnuil..Arumuia 1pp., &ndrahbitbruab, Chry'othamiW-7 vi.Jcidi{!crtu. 
23. SPRUCE-FIRIM:OUNTAlNSHRUB- C.otrifer !or•.t orwoc>dl..nd with Spru.ee-Fird..om.in.at./-.-ooiat.e 
or oo-dol:l:li.n:At. with mountain ab.ra.b. 
Princip(a tree t'D<Kie• include Pieea en.gelmc.rmii andPU:eaptl.f1ttCTU aod aub-alpi.ne fir Abie•luioearpL 
P:-ineiol• 1h.rub 1oeeie• include ribn app., 1c.owb•rry SympM,.:J:arpo• •pp. ,. c..iDebark Pbyaoe2.rpu1 1pp .. , 
chokeeher:rj' Prur.u3 ai.rgin.ia.N%, caple Accr zla.brum, mountain love:- Par:.,ti...m.a mynin.i..:.a, blueberry 
V(l(:eirUum 1pp., .td.rber:y Sam.bu.cu.~ app., r.ap.e B•rbV..1 rcpeJU, .. r.rieeb.r:y Am.clan.ch~ 1pp., 
Pri.::na.rv u•ociated ~e aoeci~• include doug (I: p,cu.dot4tJ1a mcn-...: .. ui.i, lodiepo(e Pin.J:M fl u :ili., wl:llte 
1"1: ltlJW., CQrwc.Dlor and upea. · 
Pri.::n~trr auoei:a~d h-ee ap~cie1 include douz- fir PJeu®t.Jugd m.cn..-:.Ui.i,lodoepo(e P.:..ruu [tmli.., a.c.d upen 
Popu.lue tremul.,ilk•. Popu.hu :rrmul.oi.du. 
P:-imarv aa1ociated 1hrub soedee include eoau::1on juniper Ju.n.iper.u eomm.un.i.t a.n.d a a feb r u 1 b. 
A.r'...eme.Jia •PP·· 
24. MOUNTAIN FIRIM:OUN'I'AIN SHRUB • C.on.i!er fore.t or wO<Jd..la.nd with Mount.i.n fir 
do=.inatalauooiata or oo·dorn..i.a.ate with mountain ahrub. 
P~-"1ciole tree 10ecie!ll include doug!u fir P.Je!Ui.oJuga. mcr..=:i.e,ii. u:.d wili:a f:.r .4.bia cor..eolor. 
P::-i...--:cio la ,h,ruQ aoeeiu icciude oak Quo-e~ zarnbcli.i, maple Aur grar.di.der.:c:u.m, 1cowb~".f 
Sympi-.oriccrpo• ,pp. , r-ape Berbar_, 1pp., s"'rriceb~f":7 Am<ID.~Wr 1pp., :::::J.nai. . .it.aAre:o• taptiylo• tpp., 
cineba.rlc. Phytoca.r;Hu •PP· and terr\cl!ber.-y Am.elan.chic- tpp .. 
Pri.oar,.. anociat.!!d t:::-ee aoeciet i::.clude alpi.:::r.e fi: .4..biu Uuicec.rpG, l!ni!em.omr.. tpruee Pi.eea engelma.r.r.:.i., 
Iieber pine P£:1u., f!=::!lU, ponder-on pina Pin~ po~"''a. a.nd upen Popul~U :remu!oide3. 
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Primary •~•ociated thrub •c•dea indude comcoa juniperJ~U~.ipcr..u eommur~i.r and u.i"br,ub. Ar-~muic 
tpp .• 
26. ASPEN/CONI:FE:R • Daolda.ou• (oren wit b. priaoi.pally A.. peg, Populu• .tr.m.uloidca dom.in&nt or <:Q. 
doa::W:uant .....-itb. ooaltaC'. 
Princiol• eonif.r IO.ciel i.odude alpine r:: Abk• ltUi«a..t'?a. •r.;-!ema.nn tpn.tce Picca. Cltlflll'114nnii,Ii.mh.r 
pUle Pitsu..jlcz::ilU, p<Jndaro•• pl=.a P:Jtu.. potllkrata., dou.rfaa li: P.Jcu.dtJtu..go. m.ctL..-iu ii and ,.,bit.. fir Abiu 
COrt.t:Ol.tJr, 
26. MOONT.AIN' RIP~"l . R.ip-.rian -.z-.u r•n•rally abo•• 6600 r-t.. 
Principal11nX1dV t ceci•• iodu.d11 willow Sa.li= .1pp. , ~wluf C'Ot"'...o.a.'II'OodPopulu.. ~n'{ofi.a., thinle.t 
a!.Ur .AlniU tcru .• ifol£4, ,.t.r birch ~r..da oa:-:J.atlalU, black h:~.wtl:.orn Cra:ac6tu ctoug~ii, ~clcy 
mo~tain maple her 1labrum, "d""'"'"~" do,...,od C4rn.u.~ tt4!Gni{cra a.c.d wild ro•• RG•a wood..ii.. 
27 . LOWI.AND RIPARIAN. Rip&ria~~. -.re•• S"•narally I~w•r th.a..a. 5500 t-t. 
P.r.nd.pal woodT orcedaa include Cr-lmoat eottoc.wood PopuJ.u. /rtmDnr.i, S.alt C.du- T~..:.: peat.utci:a, 
c.etl.ealha.ekberT7CcltW rcricula.ta, Te!Tat uhFtTU:if"UU vclur.n.a, deurt'l¥"llo•C!Ulo;uU !War ... ~~~-.:-
11"illoW' StJU: ~ a.nci ~quaW'buah Rhu.. ~.!Gbat.a. 
28. CLO'OD ~ Port:ioEU o( imap oloacled. and Wla.ble to b4l mapped.. 
30. AGRlctJ'LTORE ~Row crop .. lrripc.d piU'tur• and b.ay tield.., clry !ann orope.. 
32.. SALT DESERT SCRUB ·Shrubl.a.D.d.. pdnoip..IlT dom..in..at.cl hy •hacUcale o.triplcceon{ertifol~ &:r-7 
111.o0,Jo /C4clsi4 •••tilo, 111.at-atripl-.s: Amp~ cor-ru1o.lo1 --de "f'alley olover A,h;plctr cun..aJmy 
wiDt.dat: ~ill.. lan.Aio, hud..ar Jtrt.cns.c.i.G •pu..-ccn.a, !oarwia.c ..Ztba•h .A.tripl..s 
c-...c.ru, hal~t.-nHa.Loz~ 1l.o~•,m.on:aon teaEpMtlro•pp.., hot"Mbrsuh Tetrodym.i.o 
ean ... o.ru, c.a.kew•ed. Gu~ tanJtlu-o. and. ra.bhitbr'Wih Chry.oth~ 'PP• 
Primary utociat.ci •hrub !l)!ci•• i.cduda rnuewt~od. Scn:obc."''U D~. ••pbl"'.Jib. 
Arwmieio •PP• and blackbr'U.Ib. CokoCYA4 rorn.tUW.i.m.a. 
Primarr u1ociatad (orb epeeie• includea halol'lltaU Halotckn zlorn.crc:au. 
33. DESERT GRASSLAND • Low elevation peraDJ::Lia.l p-aaeland. oo..dom.inat. with ahruhla.nd.. 
Principalm111cr.d epec:i .. indude p.llataHi/4ri.ojo.m.e•i.i... iadia.a.ricar.au Or;tzop•i# A,-rrwnoi.du, three· 
awn ..ArUtU:lc zlau.t:G aa.d aand. drop•eed. Sporobolru oiroidu. 
Principalahrub •neciaa indude thacL!cale.Al:ripla:eon{crr.(olia , rabbi~u•b Ch.ry•othc.rnn.~U •pp ., :::lormoc. 
l4• EpMdru •PP· and. win~rl'•t Ccrat.oidu lc.tsc.kr.. 
Principal (orb roedas include daaert t:"w::lpet ErAronu.m ir.fta~~m . 
34. BLlCKBRUSR. Shrubland prlnoip.Jl7 dom.in.at.ci hy blaokbrw:b. Colco,-ru ram.o•W•im.o. 
Primary u•oo:iated 1brub 10eciat icducL. tpi.ny bopuf11 Grayia 1pi.n.a.a., mormon taa Eplwdra 1pp., 
thad.ecale Atriplc:: cr:m(crti/ali4, •na.ltaW'ud. Mn.tluJet!pho.lu.m 1pp., tu..oopec.tine bu1h Thamno1a mon.:cna 
and c-reoaot. ~ t:ri.c:Un~~ . 
Other a11ociated 1oeciet indude yucca a.nd. cacti. 
315. CREOSO'TE-BURSAGE • Shruhiill:1d. prinoip..Uy dol::l:1.iDated by onoaot• Larrea tridcntata 
~d. whit• barsac• AJnbro•io durno• o. 
Primarv auociat.d th.."'tlb tpaciu include blackbnab Coli:OCft'~ ro.mo•i.J•ima, mor=oo. tea Ep;.~dra 1pp., 
dal.a Dal~ frunon.ft. b.oMy :::leaq.uite Pro•opU zlartduk.ta ~d bd:!ebusb. En.c:eli.c. {o.r:no1a. 
Ot."ter u•ociated 1-cacia• indude joehu.a ~· Yu.cea brruifoli4, d.acl yuc::a Yucc:a bccc.::::a a.nd prickly ;>ear 
Opun.t:i.a tn.gell'f'l4tVli.i. 
Ill 
36. CREASEWOOD • Shruhl.-.zul priAaip.Uy dotnin.ae.d. by zr••-wood. S41'"'1:obatua r~ornt~W:ulo.tu 111 • 
Pri.carv auociatad thrub aped&a include th.adacale Atripla cort{crti(olia. a.cd pic.kl.awud 
AUcnrolfca occi..:i.cn.LalL 
Other- anaciatad tpec-iu induda uepwaed SUJUd4 torrey= a.cd balog"et.c. HaWKdet. 
zWrruratru. 
37. PICXI..EWEED BARRENS . Mo-.io a( .p~Jy ••rotae.d &ad b~n ply• flat.. 
Pr.r.dpal thrub •padaa ic.dud.e pidda.,.Md .AJ.knrolfca oct:idt:rs.t4lU. 
Primuv ua~..at.d aoecriaa ~tude a&mphinSoliaJnUa •pp ., mound talUuab.Atriplc::foUalit:J, ;na.a"""'Qd 
Saf'f:.Obar.u acnnicuiatu.., aaltlf"U• DUr:..dUU .tr..c:.a &nd u1epw"'d Suaec!a toi'TC)'a.n.a. 
38. WE'TI.AND -Low elevatiod. JD&rllh -.a.d ...,.tl.aud are~. 
Principal toeciee include cat"'...ul Typh.a. l4ti{olic. , buJ.lruah Sctr;,lU ap;Q. &nd ••eli'• Care: •PP-
112 
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HMR 49 Computer Program, Input Cards 
114 
BN Basin Name The BN card is placed at the beginning of 
data for each drainage bas in and identifies 
the basin. 
FIELD Value Descrip tion 
0 BN Card identification 
I AN Alphanwneric name for 
drainage basin described by 
data on following cards. 
BS Scale 
FIELD Value Description 
0 BS Card identification 
I + ScaJe of boundary coordinates 
in miles/coordinate unit. 
BX BoWldary Coordinates BX & BY card contain X & Y 
coordinates for points on the 
basin boundary. The points may 
be entered in either clockwise or 
counter-clockwise direction. The 
beginning point should not be 
repeated since the program 
automatically closes the 
boundary. 
FIELD Value Description 
0 BX Card identification 
1-10 + X-coordinates of drainage basin 
boundary. Corresponding to y-
coordinates on BY cards. 
(Max. 100 va lues.) 
115 
HP Basin elevation, 1-mi1/1-hr PMP, and 6/1-hr ratio 
FIELD Value Description 
0 HP Card identification 
I + Basin elevation (ft) 
2 + 1-mi'll-hr PMP as obtained 
from Figure I, Puge 6 
3 + 6/1-h.r ration as obtained from 
Figure 2, Page 7. 
SA Storm Area & Orientation 
FIELD Value Description 
0 SA Card identification 
I + Probable maximum storm area 
size in mi•. (Max. 500 mi') 
2 + Probable maximum storm 
orientation in degrees, clock 
wise from the north. 
sc Storm Center Coordinates 
FIELD Va lue Description 
0 sc Card identification 
I + X-coordinate of storm Center. 
2 + Y -coordinate of storm Center. 
116 
Appendix C 
ARC/INFO delineated study basins 
117 
1: IOYDS LAKE (MONTICELLO) 
118 
2: SMITH AND MOREHOUS 
119 
-·--- ----- - ----------
3: UTAH POWER & LIGHT-ELECTRIEC 
120 
4: THREE CREEKS (SEVIER) 
121 
5: LITTLE DELL 
122 
6: MOUNTAIN DELL 
123 
7: BIRCH CREEK N0.1 
124 
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A Sample of NEH-4 Hydrologic Group of the USA soils 
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